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Asia Forum of the International Planetarium Society 1996 Conference

This year, the International Planetarium Society (IPS) will hold its biennial conference, the world's largest meeting of
planetarians, at the Science Museum of Osaka. As part of the program of this first IPS conference in Asia, the
Preparatory Committee of the 1996 Conference will also hold the first Asia Forum. Hopefully, this will strengthen
friendship and establish cooperative relations among Asian planetarians and planetariums. We also hope that these
friendly exchanges will develop into broader worldwide exchanges, leading to greater efforts toward the development
of planetariums throughout the world.
The Asia Forum will feature presentations on either of the fonowing two themes:
1) Present conditions of Asian astronomy education, including school education and adult education
2) Astronomical folk tales and legends in Asia
Those who are engaged in astronomy education must be most interested to know how such education is carried out in
countries other than their own.
Celestial bodies look identical from all points along the same latitude. In this respect, astronomy is of a rare and
universal character. On the other hand, folk tales and legends tell us how the same celestial object can be viewed
differently (or identically) by different peoples. Studies of such stories can help us clarify the process by which one
culture influences another.
The preparatory Committee has sought to invite to the Asia Forum at least one representative from each Asian country
that has planetariums. We are pleased that presentations will be made by representatives of the following eight
countries/regions: China, Hong Kong, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Vietnam, and Japan.
Lastly, I would like to request the cooperation and participation of as many planetarians as possible. Also, if
participants are interested in any of the folk tales and legends introduced at the Asia Forum, I hope they will include
such stories in their own planetarium programs. Thank you.

Shoichi Itoh
Chairperson of the Asia Forum
Preparatory Committee of International Planetarium Society
1996 Conference, Osaka, Japan
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Astronomy Education in Hong Kong
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Ibrahim A. AL-Helal
Consultant Astronomer, King Fahad Cultural Center, Saudi Arabia

Astronomy in Saudi Arabia Report
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Cheong Kam-Khow, Dr.
Assistant Director, Singapore Science Centre, Singapore

Astronomy Education in a Pluralistic Society
The Singapore Experience
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Tellamuregi C. Samaranayaka
Deputy Director of Education, Sri Lanka Planetarium, Sri Lanka
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Astronomer-Teacher, Vinh University,Vietnam
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Popularization of Astronomical Knowledge in China
Cui Sui Zhu
President, Beijing Planetarium
China
Beijing Planetarium and Middle/Small Planetariums
Beijing Planetarium, established in 1957, with a history of more than 40 years, is the earliest as
well as the largest Planetarium in China. This determines the role she plays in the dissemination of
Astronomical knowledge in China, which is both important and specific.
Beijing Planetarium, like its kind all over the world, has spacetheater, Exhibition Hall and the
Astronomical observatory. The Germany-made Zeiss, which used to be placed in the spacetheater,
has been replaced by the only one made in China. In order to show the astronomical programs
better, technical personnel's have been working on many kinds of special projectors. In recent years,
the requirements of higher lifted

projectors has been kept rising up. For instance, the projector for

the Rockets to travel in the Universe, and Projector for the Comets Colliding with Jupiter's are
welcome by the audience.· Among the high-qualified astronomical programs, "Travel in the
Universe", made in early years, is of great interest and has been shown for a long time. More than
180,000 people have seen it. "Probe in the Planet World", made in the 1980s, is the first program
made with the China-made planetarium, Through many media, It shows the most advanced
achievement of the research to the plates by spaceships to the public. It embodies the technical level
of China's program on astronomical phenomena program, as well as boarders experience of the
nation, popularized the most advanced achievements of the world's astronomical

researc~

and

spreads the newly-found accomplishments, which has been eulogized by all walks of life ..

As to the exhibit, named Astronomical knowledge on display in the Exhibition Hall, which was
first shown in 1957, updated and enriched twice in 1974 and 1978, it's one of the most popular ones.
"The Exhibition for the Memory ofCopemicus" in 1973, the "Exhibition of the Astronomical Art"
in 1984, the associated Exhibition of China's Meteorites" in 1994, are also welcome. After the open
of Beijing Old Astronomical observatory in 1983, which belongs to Beijing Planetarium, it set on
display the Exhibition of the Accomplishments of China's Ancient Astronomy of domestic and
international alike, because of the introduction photographs, along with the material objects. There
are two small astronomical desertions, in the back garden of Beijing Planetarium, The one on the
west is the solar spot observatory, on the east in the solar chromosperie observatory, Both are
opened to the public to spread the basic knowledge of the sun, as well as observe the actives of the
sun's spot and chromosphere.

At the same time, there are several middle and small telescopes opened to the public during the
special astronomical phenomena, For instance, the observation of the Halley Comet in 1986,
C/1996 B2 comet in this year, more than 10,000 people came each time.

To extends the limits of the Scientific adverse mends on astronomy, Beijing Planetarium organized
volunteers to the schools and factories, who spread scientific knowledge's, offer telescopes for the
public to observe the moon and palmettos as well. Each year, they organize activities such as
summer camp, winter camp, and so name a few to offer an opportunity for the students to learn
better about the development of China's astronomy, respectively or with others. To Comment their
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achievements, Beijing municipal government dominates it the Base of Beijing youths Education
Besides theirs large seal Planetarium, there are 74 all kinds of Planetariums, all over the country.
remote provinces such as Xinjiang, Xizang, each province, city under the jurisdiction of the central
autonomous region has its own Planetarium. Among which Jiangsu Province has 9. Big Cities such
as Tianjing, Shanghai are preparing for the large-scale Planetarium. Among the 74 Planetarium,
some belong to schools area called school Planetarium. For instance, some universities and colleges
which offer programs on navigation, survey and draw, geography have their own Planetarium.
Recently, Many key middle schools and primary schools began to open Planetarium for their classes,
which open to the public once in a while. For instance Beijing No. 4 Middle School. Others belong
to the Children Palace, the Youth Active Center and Museums. Beijing Planetarium is the leading
light of all the Planetariums. The rich experience on astronomical education and the specialists have
served in the consolation of other Planetarium, installation and maintenance of small planetarium,
the research of special projector, the cultivation of skilled workers and the reform of the
astronomical programs to shoo in smaller Planetarium. All those have gained great fame for it.
China's Astronomy Association has set up the astronomical Popularization Committee, which is
located in the Beijing Planetarium, 1v1r. CuiZhengHua, The former President of Planetarium, is the
president of the Committee. The Beijing Astronomy Association is also attached there whose main,
leads are taken by professions from Beijing Planetarium.
Due to the Location of Beijing Planetarium, there has been a networks system whose concentration
is service on scientific, astronomical knowledge and consultation about astronomical techniques.
That promises Beijing Planetarium the center of China's Education of astronomical and Train of
Planetari um.

Publications
It's a tradition of China to pospulize scientific astronomical knowledge. As early as in 1930s, when
the astronomical Society was first established, they began to publish a monthly magazine named the
Universe on which published all kinds of articles, It was clowned down in 1949 when the 20th one
was been published.
Today, there arefour kind of such publications in China:
"Astronomical Amateurs", a periodical established is 1958, edited by China Planetarium
Association together with Beijing Planetarium, spreads the basic knowledge on every field of
astronomy. In the 296 issues published, the highest volume has ever been 120,000 in 1978, which
mounted the world's highest volume. It was published to oversea areas in 1979, makes China's
astronomy open to the world.
"Astronomical Popular Yearbook", established in 1977, edited by ZijingShan Planetarium and
Beijing Planetarium, offers research information about observiug the san moon, Planets, small
Planets, variable stars, nebulae and clusters and soon., This annual published periodical is the
necessary tool for research work of the amatemr astronomers.
"Planetarium Research", established in 1983, edited by Beijing Planetarium, is the direct
publication to meet the need of the manifest development of China's astronomy, the purpose of
which is to review the trends of the dissemination of astronomer knowledge, to make an inquiry into
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the theory and ways of that, and to offer practical information. It's Characterized by the theory,
practice, as well as information. The above 3 publications are edited by the specialized workers of
the Beijing Planetarium.
''Express Information of Amateur", established in 1992, edited by astronomical Popularization
Committee, offer the observatory information to those amateur.
Thus, China has founded her own publication system, which offers a wide ranged Seville the
public. The nation can get multi-level information from them.
Along with those publications, the astronomical person published a huge amounts of articles on TV,
radio, newspapers and magazines each year. Now matter where they are and who they were,
everyone devotes himself to the dissemination, The articles and books written or translated, or
edited by them has exceed 1500.

Amateurs and Amateurish Planetarium

In the turn of the 1940s and 1950s, the Amateurs even established "Social Astronomical Society",
the members of which turned out to be the heading lights and specialists of China's Astronomy.
In 1978, Li Yan, the famous astronomers advocating to establish a Youth Amateur Association.
Amateurs in Shanghai, Beijing and Yunnan Province set up their own associations. Soon, there are
more than 20 this kind of associations all over China.

As well

as the dissemination, the amateurs take an active part in the observations as well. The

Edipse in 1980, the back of Halley total solar Comet during 1985-1986, the Sun annular eclipse in
1987, has been observed by the public. On Oct., 24, 1995, amateurs all over the country showed
great enthusiasts. More than one hundred amateurs went to Thailand by total solar eclipse to
observe and got satisfied. Whatever needed, money, tools, accouterments and offered by the 25person dilatation, of which six are professions while the other 19 are amateurs. They toke 6 Small
Telescopes, 3 video movie cameras, 6 cameras, the observe place is Siqiu and Kunwu in Kefu
Province.
With the increase of the amateurs, the amateurs observatory are increasing gradually. It's hard to
get the accurate number of all the small Observatories. However, at least 200 120mm Telescope, 40
150mm Telescope, 4 300mm Telescope and 10 400mm Telescope are being used. Since some of
them don't have the observatory room, there should be less Observatories than the Telescopes.
The China's Amateurs Group depend on the Planetarium, observe in the Observatories as a base.
What they do, well improved the Education of Astronomical, it's a good supplementary as well.

As is written above, the dissemination of astronomical knowledge in China has formed a certain
scale, and has made a more improve. With the development of China's economic, the improvement
of the scientific technique, the dissemination will thrive in the future.
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Astronomy Education in Hong Kong
Chee-kuen Yip
Curator, Hong Kong Space Museum
Hong Kong

Abstract
Currently, the astronomy education in Hong Kong is quite fragmented. Topics
related to astronomy are scattered in various subjects. These include
Primary Science and General Studies taught in primary schools, and Geography
and Physics taught in secondary schools. Only some universities offer
courses in astronomy. This situation needs improvement as teachers are
expected to know basic astronomy and the way to teach it. Many primary
school teachers consider teaching topics in astronomy difficult, and the
demand in knowing more about astronomy is growing. Nevertheless, many
secondary schools in Hong Kong have astronomy clubs. The Hong Kong Space
Museum is the only local institution fully devoted to astronomy.
It
organises a full array of astronomy programmes for the public. The local
public astronomical societies provide much support in educating the public
about astronomy. A growing number of holiday resorts have astronomical
facilities and arrange astronomical activities for their users.

1.

Introduction

Hong Kong, with a population of over six million, covers an area of just
over 1 000 square kilometres.
Being a leading commercial and a highly
developed city, it seems that astronomy has always been of minor interest in
Hong Kong. Although the rapid development as a big city is deteriorating the
conditions for astronomical observation, the growth in the economy and wealth
encourage individuals and institutions committing fund and effort in
popularising astronomy.
New astronomical facilities for educational purposes
are set up one after another.
Before discussing the status of astronomy education in Hong Kong, it is
necessary to have a brief picture of the local education system.
Although
Hong Kong is recognised as an important meeting point between the East and
the West, and most of its people can speak both Chinese and English, more
·than 95% of the population are ethnic Chinese. Though the number of
international schools is increasing, these schools normally adopt the
curriculum of their respective countries, so their impact on the local
education system is not significant and will not be included in the following
discussion.
Most students in Hong Kong study under the same system. There are many
levels of studies in Hong Kong, each separated by a territorywise place
allocation system, assessment or examination except 'for the level from
kindergarten to primary school.
The first level is the kindergarten in which students take two to three
years (for ages roughly from four to six) to complete. They then go to the

primary schools for six years of study.
After the primary level there is a
Secondary School Places Allocation system, and students are allocated to
either grammar, technical or prevocational schools. Then there are three
years of junior secondary education called Secondary 1 to 3 (previously
called Form 1 to 3)
A Junior Secondary Education Assessment follows.
In
Hong Kong the primary and junior secondary education is compulsory and every
child is required to attend school by law.
Every child must complete nine
years of compulsory education.
0

Following the Junior Secondary Education Assessment, most of the
students proceed to Secondary 4 and 5, and take the Hong Kong certificate of
Education Examination.
After obtaining the certificates, those interested
and capable of proceeding further can pursue their studies in Secondary 6 and
7.
Some students may choose to attend some certificate, higher certificate,
diploma, or higher diploma courses run by the technical institutes. A Hong
Kong Advanced Level Examination follows which is a prerequisite for entering
the universities. Afterwards, some students enrol in the universities for
their first degrees.
Normally a degree course (such as science) takes three
years for completion.
They may then take a master or a doctorate degree
programmes by courses or by research.
There are fixed syllabuses for the primary and secondary education
levels in Hong Kong.
These syllabuses were prepared previously by the
Curriculum Development Committee of the Education Department which in 1988
was restructured and renamed to the Curriculum Development Council in Hong
Kong.

2.

Astronomy Education in Primary Schools

Although some children may have learnt vocabularies such as sun, moon
and stars in the kindergartens, education on astronomy related topics starts
from the primary schools.
There are currently two syllabuses that have
topics related to astronomy. The first is the Primary Science syllabus
released in 1981, and the second is the General Studies syllabus released in
1994.
Schools are encouraged to take the General Studies syllabus instead of
the Primary Science syllabus starting from September 1996.
2.1

Primary Science Syllabus

The Primary Science syllabus currently in use was developed by the
Curriculum Development Committee in 1981.
The details of those parts that
are related to astronomy can be found in Appendix 1.
The aim of the subject of Primary Science is to widen a student's sphere
of experience through exploration of the environment. The syllabus stresses
that the emphasis must always be on the children and the science activities
at this stage must be planned and organised in such a manner that they have a
vital contribution to make to the whole education of children [1].
This syllabus employs a spiral approach.
In each of the six years, five
units of studies are taught. One of the units is on natural phenomena, with
astronomy being a part of it. ~he others can be broadly classified into the
plant world, the animal world, the physical world and the environment.
Through this spiral approach, the students are expected to acquire some
knowledge on each unit in each year and reinforcing the knowledge they have
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learnt in the previous years.
The recommended numbers of teaching periods for Primary 1 to 6 are
respectively 52, 56, 56, 56, 56 1 and 52. Each teaching period ranges from 30
minutes to 40 minutes.
The number of teaching periods related to astronomy
are respectively 8, 8, 4, 10, 3, and 12. This makes a total of 45 astronomy
periods out of a total 328 primary science teaching periods.
There are textbooks and worksheets prepared by local publishers for the
whole syllabus.
Normally one textbook is used for each half year term,
making a total requirement of twelve textbooks for the subject of Primary
Science.
As a support to the Primary Science syllabus, the Hong Kong Space Museum
has produced two school planetarium shows.
The first show, called "The
Friendly Sky", is about day and night, the starry sky and the seasons. This
is for the Primary 3 to 4 students. The second show, named "The New Solar
System", caters for Primary 5 and 6 students.
Worksheets are given free of
charge to students attending the programmes.
In the worksheets for "The
Friendly Sky" programme, students are each given a printed cardboard for
making a sundial and a moon finder.
2.2

General Studies Syllabus

The heavy curriculum and the integration of subjects have long been of
major concern among local educationalists. While the subject-based
curriculum may facilitate logical sequencing of content and progressive
development of concepts, it has the disadvantage of divisiveness of subject
boundaries, resulting in a compartmentalised and fragmented curriculum. To
strike the balance between integration and subject entity, and at the same
time reduce the number of core subjects, Social Studies, Health Education and
Primary Science are recommended to be integrated into one single subject.
This thematic approach provides a more relevant and appealing curriculum to
young children from experience (2). Consequently, a new syllabus, the
General Studies, was born. This new syllabus was introduced in 1994 and
~chools may start using it as from September 1996 [3].
The syllabus consists of four major content areas, namely "Healthy
Living", "Living Environment", "Natural World" and "Science and Technology".
It tries to meet the abilities of students at different levels, and contains
topics that are relevant to their experiences.
The syllabus content of
Primary 1 and 2 emphasises mainly on the individual, family and friends.
For
Primary 3 and 4, the main features centre on social groups community and
society. As for Primary 5 and 6, the content is extended gradually beyond
Hong Kong to China and the world as a whole.
Approximately 160 teaching periods are allocated to General Studies per
academic year for each level, with five periods per week in an academic year
of 32 teaching weeks.
In contrast to the spiral approach, astronomy is
taught in only three of the primary years instead of all six. The topics
related to astronomy are listed in Appendix 2.
The total number of periods
on astronomy related topics for Primary 1, 4 and 6 are about 16, 10, and 32
~espectively.
The total number of recommended periods related to astronomy
has shown a slight increase.
In.line with the introduction of this new syllabus, the Hong Kong Space

Museum has prepared another new school planetarium show, called "Sun, Moon
and stars" for the Primary 1 students. This show employs a new approach.
In
the previous productions, there is only one way communication in that the
response of individual students to the programme is unknown.
In this new
programme, the students can answer questions presented in the show by
directly pressing the buttons mounted on the armrest of each seat. Apart
from knowing the group response, individual responses can also be registered.
The teachers may then immediately know if students acquire the knowledge
taught and use the results for future teaching reference.
As an example of
such questions, students are asked to identify the Big Dipper and then the
direction north.
However, it is not known whether students of age seven are
capable of making such an identification that requires linking discrete dots
to form patterns.
Judging from their response, collective and individual,
during the programme, the teachers are in a better position to plan their
teaching more effectively. Again for this school show, worksheets are
distributed to all participating students.

3.

Formal Astronomy Education in Secondary Schools

For junior secondary students, they have a further chance to learn some
astronomy in schools.
In the syllabus for Geography in Secondary 1, there
are lessons on the Earth and the Universe [4]. Details can be found in
Appendix 3. The lessons on the Earth are quite similar to those taught in
the primary schools whereas the lesson on the Universe is an extension.
However, the topic on the Universe, with only one recommended period, is
marked optional and teachers may drop it if they think necessary.
It is also interesting to note that in the various suggested learning
activities, they are either a visit to the Space Museum or activities
organised by the Geography Society or the Astronomy Society in the schools.
The teachers do not require much input for this lesson.
This situation continues basically throughout the secondary school years
from Secondary 1 to Secondary 5.
In the syllabuses for Geography for
Secondary 2 to 5 [4, 5], syllabus for Science for Secondary 1 to 3 [6], and
syllabus for Physics for Secondary 4 to 5, there is no further topic related
to astronomy. Actually, in the previous syllabus for Physics for Secondary 4
to 5, there is a topic in optics about telescope, and students were taught to
set up a two-lens telescope (7). Details are at Appendix 4.
But this topic
was dropped in the current syllabus [8]. Topics in astronomy are being
replace under keen competition of educational resources.
The situation improves slightly when the students go to their senior
secondary years. Although topics in astronomy are continually not to be
covered in the Geography syllabus [9], there are some in the syllabus of
Physics for the Advanced Level examination (i.e. for Secondary 6 to 7
students) (10). The related topics are listed in Appendix 5.
This seems to
recognise that astronomy is more closely related to physics than to geography
in higher education.
There is an interesting cousin of the Physlcs (Advanced Level) syllabus,
called Physics (Advanced Supplementary Level). This syllabus is designed to
meet the needs of students requiring a course in physics to the depth of
Advanced Level but less in content [11].
It is intended for those studying
related. subjects at Advanced Level, for those wishing to broaden their
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physics knowledge, and for those whose main interests lie in other areas but
wish to maintain their contact with physics. The topics related to astronomy
are listed in Appendix 6. Compare with to Appendix 5, most of the topics
relating to astronomy are not included, which suggested that these topicS are
considered less related to other courses for further study.
About fifteen years ago, there was a proposal to add astronomy as a
separate option'in the then new advanced level Physics syllabus.
However, it
never materialised. Recently, there have been suggestions to include some
astronomy in the fprthcoming revision of the new Secondary 1 to 3 syllabuses~
Topics like space travel and life of astronauts in space are being
considered.
It is hope that the inclusion of these topics will help to
arouse the curiosity of children.
The outcome is being watched with
interesto

4.

Informal Astronomy Education in Secondary Schools

Although astronomy education in secondary schools is fragmented, this
does not prohibit some students from acquiring more astronomical knowledge
from other means. Among the five hundred secondary schools in Hong Kong, it
is estimated that as least one quarter of them has astronomy clubs or
societies, or astronomy sections operated under the science clubs.
Normally
they have a few dozens to a few hundred members.
For those schools with an established tradition in students organising
their own extracurricular activities, the astronomy clubs are likely to be
operated entirely by the students. Assistance required from their teacher
supervisors is minimal.
For others, however, the teacher supervisors assume
an important role in organising the activities for the students.
The activities generally organised include lectures, video shows, film
shows, star observations, observation camps, exhibitions, competitions,
quizzes, publications, and telescope making workshops, etc.
RecentlYI the advanced level students may also receive some informal
astronomy education during their school days. The Education Department has
established a number of field study centres. These centres provide students
of Secondary 6 and 7 with outdoor venues for learning ecology and geography
thereby enhancing their concepts in environmental concerns.
One of the
centres, called Ho Koon Nature Education cum Astronomical Centre, came into
operation in April 1995 and it is equipped with an astronomical observatory.
There are a fully computerised O.S-metre reflector, the
of its kind
in Hong Kong currently, and a host of portable telescopes.
Teachers and
students can learn some astronomy during their field classes at the centre.
Back to 1976, seven schools with astronomy clubs grouped together and
formed the Hong Kong Joint school Astronomical Society.
This society is
completely run by students.
Currently, it has more than 30 member schools.
This Society fosters exchanges in ideas and ways of organising astronomical
activities in schools. The major activities organised by the Society include
joint school ob~ervations, observation camps, travelling exhibitions,
competitions, seminars, etc.
The Hong Kong Space Museum together with a local public astronomical
body, called the Hong Kong Astronomical Society, have taken an active role in

organising leadership training for the public and the students since 1988.
The training includes the ways to conduct lectures, lead astronomical
observation, and organise the various astronomical activities.
The Hong Kong Astronomical Society, from September 1994, produces the
Chinese version of·"The Universe in the Classroom" published quarterly by the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The Chinese version is distributed to
more' than 300 schools with astronomy clubs or science clubs and about 400
teachers who are responsibl~ for organising the extracurricular activities at
schools.

5.

Astronomy Education in Universities

In some of the universities in Hong Kong, including the University of
Hong Kong, the Chinese University of Hong Kong and the Hong Kong University
of Science and Technology, the first-year undergraduates may select to study
a basic astronomy course. This kind of course is designed as an elective for
undergraduates in all disciplines (in some universities except students major
or minor in Physic).
It is aimed at developing an awareness of the
underlying physical aspects of the Universe.
For students majoring in Physics, they may select to study, as part of
their degree, courses like "Astrophysics" and "Relativity" in the University
of Hong Kong and Chinese University of Hong Kong, or "Introduction to the
Theory of Relativity, Cosmology & Astrophysics" in the Hong Kong Polytechnic
University, etc.
Since each university has its specific courses, the
contents may vary from one another and from time to time.
Some of the universities, including the University of Hong Kong and the
Chinese University of Hong Kong, have an on-campus observatory for teaching
purposes.
There are some suggestions that an independent astronomy degree
programme may be offered in the future.
However, in view of the shortage of
relevant local job opportunities after graduation, the possible outcome may
be a double major degree programme with one of the major subject being
astronomy.
It is also possible for postgraduate students to carry out research in
astronomy. A number of postgraduate students have obtained their M.Phil.
degree and even Ph.D. degree by research in astronomy or related field in
Hong Kong.

6.

Teacher Training in Astronomy

Although teacher training is the duty of the Hong Kong Institute of
Education, the Hong Kong Space Museum has long been assisting in training
primary school teachers about astronomy.
There is a strong demand from the
primary school teachers to learn more astronomy.
The reasons are simple.
Afte~ primary education, most of the teachers have not been taught about
astronomy. Furthermore, astronomy is not easy to teach. Even a seasoneo
teacher may fail to teach their students the correct concepts in astronomy.
For example, a teacher may ask the students to observe the last quarter of
the Moon (this appears in some of the textbooks), but fail to recognise that
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the students have to wake up in the middle of the night to observe it in the
eastern horizon.
They feel more incompetent when they have to answer
questions from their students.
A further problem leading to this incompetence is the diversity in
topics covered in the syllabus. Since Primary Science is not considered as
one of the major subjects (the major subjects are Chinese, English and
Mathematics), any teacher may be required to teach it. The situation will
become even worse in the new General Studies syllabus, since a teacher
teaching this subject has to be knowledgeable in all the three areas, i.e.
social Studies, Health Education and Primary Science.
The Hong Kong Space Museum runs two teacher training Courses.
The first
is a one day introductory programme. This is for teachers who do not have
any experience in teaching astronomy. During the course, the teachers are
given an introduction in astronomy, the starry sky, the solar system and the
history as well as usage of space technology.
The other is an advanced course. The teachers are expected to have
taught Primary Science before. The course covers those areas that are more
likely to cause confusion {such as the reasons for having the seasons}, and
topics that are difficult to grasp by students (such as the cause of tides).
Astronomy courses for secondary teachers are simply non-existent since
basically teachers are not required to teach astronomy. Nevertheless, the
situation is improving.
In 1995, the Education Department, the Hong Kong
Science Museum, the Ho Koon Nature Education cum Astronomical Centre and the
Hong Kong Astronom~cal Society jointly organised an astronomy workshop for
secondary school teachers.
Similar workshops are expected to be organised on
a regular basis.

7.

Adult Education in Astronomy

In Hong Kong, there are many opportunities for adults to learn
astronomy. They can participate in the activities provided
different
institutions. The history can be traced back to more than 30 years ago.
The first to appear was the extra-mural courses organised by the
University of Hong Kong. These courses are non-academic and do not lead to
the award of any academic merits. The astronomy courses delivered by Mr
Joseph H.C. Liu from 1963 have far more impact on Hong Kong than was
originally envisioned.
A number of his students, and some secondary school
students participating in the Joint School Science Exhibition, later grouped
together to form the then Hong Kong Amateur Astronomical Union, the
predecessor of the current Hong Kong Astronomical Society. Another group of
students later formed the Sky Observers' Association (Hong Kong). These two
associations are still very active today.
The School of Professional &
Continuing Education of the University of Hong Kong is still offering
astronomy courses to the public. These courses are normally of 1.5 hours per
session, with a total of 8 to ~o sessions.
Sample course titles are at
Appendix 7.
Mr Liu was invited in the 70's by the Urban Council of Hong Kong to plan
the Hong Kong Space Museum which was opened in 1980. The Hong Kong Space
Museum organises a fuller range of astronomical activities. Besides monthly
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lectures on topics of special interest, a set of 18 titles of courses is
currently on offer. The target is to provide the participants a
comprehensive set of knowledge in astronomy. These titles are kept
constantly under review.
The existing titles are in Appendix 8.
Some of the
courses also have practical sessions so that hands-on experiences may be
gained. Most of these courses are offered free while the rest is charged
nominally.
Other institutions also provide astronomy courses, normally on a less
regular basis.
Hong Kong has four public astronomical societies that accept public as
members.
The first is the Hong Kong Astronomical society which was founded
in 1970 as the Hong Kong Amateur Astronomical Union and registered in 1974 as
Hong Kong Amateur Astronomical Society then renamed as Hong Kong Astronomical
Society in 1992. The second is the Sky Observers' Association founded in
1972, registered in 1976 and renamed Sky Observers' Association (Hong Kong)
in 1996. The third is the Space Observers H. K. which was registered in
1980. The newest was founded just in 1995 and is called the Astronomy
Workshop.
They have currently altogether about 1 000 members.
Apart from providing courses to their members and sometimes the public,
they are frequently invited by schools and voluntary agencies to jointly
present or participate in various kinds of astronomical activities. The most
popular activity is a short course follow by an overnight observation camp.
These institutions include schools, community youth centres, and adult
education centres.
Some associations also provide astronomy courses to students and youths
under 25 for them to obtain medals for the Duke of Edinburgh Awards. They
sometimes even conduct assessments on those applying for the award.
The Space Observers H. K. has an observation site in Pat Heung with
telescopes and equipment that the public may book to use. The Hong Kong
Astronomical Society has another site in Sai Kung for arranging observation
and educational- activities.
The various astronomical societies also organise
camps that allow the public to participate at a fee.
Some holiday resorts provide their campers with telescopes and equipment
for astronomical observation. The Bradbury Camp in Sai Kung has a
permanently mounted 28-cm telescope and some portable instrument. A growing
number of these resorts are adding portable telescopes as their standard
camp-in facilities.
Hong Kong Space Museum and some of the astronomical societies arrange
the observation programmes for the public on an ad hoc basis. The last two
events being the comet crash of 1994 and the solar eclipse of 1995 were both
well received by the public and the media. The Museum also provides
different kinds of competition to encourage public participation in
astronomy, such as quiz, astrophotography, astronomical awards, and astronomy
programme production etc.

8.

Remarks and acknowledgement
Astronomy education in Hong Kong is still very fragmented.
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Students

in Hong Kong cannot be expected to be given a comprehensive set of knowledge
in astronomy.
This situation seems to remain unchanged unless more teachers
who have sufficient astronomical knowledge are available~
Nevertheless, the situation is improving. With the Hong Kong Space
Museum, the public can now have more opportunities to acquire astronomical
knowledge.
The growing number of public astronomical associations and the
devotion of more people in popularising astronomy will attract more public
and create more potential future experts. More telescopes and observatories
are now available and institutions are more willing to allocate funds and
resources into this area. With the popularisation of the Internet, the three
major astronomical associations are providing information through their web
pages. People have much more access to up-to-date astronomical information,.
and as a result, spectacular astronomical phenomena and events will become
more readily accessible to more people than ever before.
Nevertheless, it is still a long way to go before those in charge of the
syllabuses to accept that adding more contents relating to astronomy, or even
a separate subject in astronomy in the education system, is important.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank Mr M.S. Yeung of the Curriculum
Development Institute, Education Department, Dr K.S. Cheng and Mr Albert K.H.
Kong of the Physics Department, University of Hong Kong, Mr K.C. Leung and Mr
H.C. Ng of the Hong Kong Astronomical Society, Mr H.F. Wong of the Sky
Observers' Association (Hong Kong), Mr M.F. Chan of the Space Observers H.K.,
Mr H.C. Fong of the Astronomy Workshop and Dr Philip H.K. Tsoi of the Ho Koon
Nature Education cum Astronomical Centre for their invaluable advice and
information in the course of the preparation of this paper.
Furthermore,
thanks must be given to Mr Shoichi Itoh, Chairman of the IPS '96 Asian Forum
and a Member of the IPS '96 Organizing Committee, for his generous invitation
for me to compile this paper.
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Appendix 1
Topics Related to Astronomy in
The Primary Science Syllabus in Hong Kong
Primary I
Unit (4)
Let us find out something about the environment in our neighbourhood
and some of the readily seen natural phenomena.
Topics:
1.4.1 How is the sun related to day and night?
1.4.2 When can the moon be seen?
1.4.3 Does the moon look the same when it is observed nightly in a
28-night period?
Primary I I
Unit (1)
Let us observe and find out more about some of the readily seen
natural phenomena.
Topics:
2.1.2 Does the sun remain in the same position if we observe it at
hourly duration in a day's time?
2.1.3 How is the year divided into four seasons in Hong Kong?
2.1.4 What is a rainbow?
Primary I I I
Unit (3)
Let us make further observation of the natural phenomena and report
our findings briefly.
Topics:
3.3.1 When can we see stars?
3.3.2 What changes do we find in the water of the sea in a 24-hour
duration?
Primary IV
Unit (4)
Let us perform some experiments and make observation with the view
to know something more about natural phenomena.
Topics:
4.4.1 What does the earth look like when seen from a great
distance?
4.4.2 Does the earth stand still?
4.4.3 What causes day and night?
4.4.4 Can you explain why there are four seasons in a year? What
kind of climate do we find in each of the four seasons in
Hong Kong?
Primary V
Unit (5)
Let us make further observation of the natural phenomena with the
view to develop the desire of understanding the reasons for what we
have observed, i.e. enthusiasm for scientific pursuits and
investigations.
Topics:
5.5.1 Does the moon give out light? Why does the moon look
different when she is observed nightly in a 28-night period?
Primary VI
Unit (4)
Let us find out more about space with the view to arouse our
curiosity for scientific pursuits and investigations, i.e. space
exploration made in recent years.
Topics:
6.4.1 What makes up the solar system?
9.4.2 Can you find out the different stages of space exploration?
6.4.3 What causes an eclipse of the sun?
6.4.4 What causes an eclipse of the moon?
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Appendix 2
Topics Related to Astronomy in
The General Studies Syllabus in Hong Kong
Primary One
content Area: Natural World
Unit:
Stars, Moon and Sun
- objects in the Sky
- The sun
- The moon
- Stars
Primary Four
Content Area: Natural World
Unit:
The Earth
- The shape and structure of the earth
- continents and oceans
Primary Six
content Area: Natural World
Unit:
Astronomical Phenomena
- Movement of the earth
- Movement of the moon
- Eclipse of the sun
- Eclipse of the moon
Content Area: Science and Technology
Unit:
Universe and Space
- The solar system
- Gravitational attraction
- Exploring the universe
- Space technology and daily life

Appendix 3
Topics Related to Astronomy in
The Syllabus for Geography (Secondary I - III) in Hong Kong
Teaching Syllabus for Secondary 1
I. Location Where We Live'
Themes
Guidance Notes
c. The Earth
1. Lands and oceans:
the study of oceans
and continents;
comparisons of their
sizes and shapes
2. The earth in motion:
rotation and
revolution, night
and day, seasons

Geog~aphical

Concepts
Spatial pattern of
continents and seas
Location at global scale

Periods
1

Day and Night
Apparent movement of the sun
Earth as a planet
Movement of the earth on its
axis and on its orbit

2

Suggested learning activities:
Film show on day and night and seasons followed by discussion
Using a globe and a torch in a blackout room to show the occurrence
of day and night
Mo~el making: using simple materials (such as ping-pong/soft plastic
balls, needles and torch/electric bulb) to make a model for showing
how seasons occur
D. *The Universe

1. Solar system

Planets in the Solar System
Movement in space

2. Galaxies
Suggested learning activities:
A visit to the Space Museum
Various activities, e.g., display of photos, sky observations, talks
etc. to be organised by the Geography Society-or the Astronomy
Society in the school
Note: * Topic Optional

Appendix 4
Topics Related to Astronomy in
The Syllabus for Physics (Secondary 4-5) in Hong Kong
Section 1 Optics
1.3 Optical Instruments and the Human Eye
Telescope and Microscope
Setting up a two-lens telescope and
microscope
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Appendix 5
Topics Related to Astronomy in
The Syllabus for Physics (Advanced Level) in Hong Kong
Section 2: Wave motion
2.5 Doppler effect

2.6 Magnifying glass

Refracting
telescope

Quantitative treatment (change in the observed
frequency and wavelength) for a stationary
medium and movement along the source-observer
line,
Real life examples {police cars,
ambulances and radar speed traps, galaxy red
shift indicating expanding universe, all
treated qualitatively}.
Magnifying powers of magnifying glass,
microscope and refracting telescope considered
as ratio of visual angles subtended by the
image and the object (as obtained from simple
ray diagrams).
Two-lens type only. Formation of image at least
distance of distinct vision.

Section 3: Fields, Electricity and Electromagnetism
3.1 Gravitational fields.
Inverse square law.
Newton's law of gravitation for point masses
and its extension to spherically symmetrical
bodies (proof not required).
Method of
measuring the gravitational constant G is not
required.
Field strength g.
g taken as force per unit mass.
g of the
Earth's field, its relation with G, its
variation with height above the Earth's surface
and with latitude (assuming the Earth to be a
sphere of uniform density).
Gravitational potential V Derivation of V=-GM/r considering the potential
at infinity to be zero.
Field strength g=dV/dr. Velocity of escape and launching of
satellites.
Circular orbits (including
'parking' orbits). Weightlessness.
Kepler's laws.
Derivation of r3/T2=constant from inverse
square law.
Mean orbit radii and revolution
periods for the planets, and comparison with
r3/T2.
Section 4: Matter
Illustrative examples from other parts of the
4.4 Conservation of energy.
syllabus.
Coal and oil resources.
Alternative
Its transformation from
one form to another.
energy resources (e.g. nuclear, solar, tidal
and wind-based).
Methods of harnessing these
Degradation of other
resources and relative conversion efficiencies
forms to thermal energy.
(briefly) .
Sun's spectrum and Fraunhofer lines.
Band
4.6 Continuous spectra.
spectra not required.

Appendix 6
Topics Related to Astronomy in
The Syllabus for Physics (Advanced Supplementary Level) in Hong Kong
Section 4: ,Matter
4.2 Conservation of energy.
Its transformation from
one form to another.
Degradation of other
forms to thermal energYe

Illustrative examples from other parts of the
syllabus.
Coal and oil resources. Alternative
energy resources (e.g. nuclear, solar, tidal
and wind-based).
Principles of methods
and relative conversion efficiencies
(briefly).

Appendix 7
Course Title Available in
the School of Professional & Continuing Education, University of Hong Kong
1996
Introduction to Astronomy
Introduction to Celestial Observation
365 Starry Nights
Stellar Astronomy
Riddles in Astronomy

Appendix 8
Course Title Available in Hong Kong Space Museum in 1995/96
Title
Introductory Series:
Introduction to Astronomy
Constellations & Myths
Extraterrestrial Life
Theoretical Series:
Computational Astronomy
Planetary Meteorology
Comparative Planetology
Stellar Evolution
Introduction to Cosmology
Galactic Astronomy
Practical Series:
Astronomical Telescope Making
Observational Astronomy
Introduction to Astrophotography
Astronomical Instrumentation
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No of Lectures & Practical

6
4
3

4
3

4
4
4
4

5 + 6

6 + 1
4 + 3
4

Astronomical Folk Tales and Legends in Ancient China
Chee-kuen Yip
Curator, Hong Kong Space Museum
Hong Kong

Abstract
Kong, located in southern China, inherits the astronomical folk tales
and
from China.
Till this day, there are still three popular ancient
Chinese astronomical folk tales in wide circulation: Houyi's shooting down
the suns,
'e's
to the Moon, and the annual reunion of the cowherd
and the
damsel via a bridge of magpies over the Silver River. They
are popular because of the related festivities.
For the starry sky, the
ancient Chinese saw it as composing of Three Enclosures, Four Symbols and
Mansions
conceived the starry sky as a reflection of the
feudal society on earth.
The emperors employed a group of people to monitor
and
the
in the sky. The history of charting and observing
the stars is
f
and the observational records are still of interest to
astronomers and laymen alike.

The Chinese Star
Chinese has a long history of star observation and the starry sky has
been charted for more than 3 000 years.
In ancient China, observing the
stars was a
esteemed pursuit, and observers were given very senior
ions in the government. On many occasions their observation could have
far
consequences.
In the discussion of the Coiled Thong in section
5.1
might be released according to changes in the brightness of
the stars.
The observers had to predict the rise and fall of the emperors or
of the rebellions.' If they failed in their predictions and some important
celestial events took place, such as a solar eclipse or the arrival of a
comet
might have their heads chopped off.
It is therefore not
difficult to understand why historical record of star observation in China
has been rather complete.
The ancient Chinese grouped the stars into Three Enclosures, Four
and
Mansions.
The stars were further grouped into 300
aster isms or constellations.
In the last update made in the Qing Dynasty,
40 stars were charted and named [1]. More than half of the naked-eye
have Chinese names.
irnilar to the Western constellation system, not all aster isms were
named at the same time.
Some of their namings had changed and some had
become obscured.
Furthermore, the meanings of some of the asterisms are not
ible. This makes the job of presenting them in English quite
ly different people have translated them in different
some n~mes that I could not find appropriate translations, I will
transliterate them.
Three Enclosures

The Three Enclosures are the Purple Palace Enclosure, the Supreme Palace
Enclosure, and the Heavenly Market Enclosure.
Some people said that China is
a walled city, with the Great Wall as its symbol. This is also true for
these Enclosures, as their Chinese word "Yuan" means a walled structure.
Some researchers said that, of these three Enclosures, the Purple Palace
Enclosure and the Heavenly Market Enclosure appeared much earlier than the
Supreme Palace Enclosure. The Purple Palace Enclosure corresponds to the
Forbidden City in Beijing for the emperor, the Supreme Palace Enclosure for
the senior officials and relatives of the emperor, and the Heavenly Market
Enclosure for ordinary people.
1.2

The Four Symbols

The Four Symbols and the Twenty-eight Mansions are just different names
of the same group of stars, with one Symbol corresponding to seven Mansions.
The Four Symbols are the Azure (Blue) Dragon, the Murky (Black) Warrior, the
White Tiger and the Vermilion (Red) Bird. Dragon, tiger and bird are plain
enough, but the warrior is rather mysterious: it is a combination of a
tortoise and a snake.
The vernal equinox was of special importance, because this was the time
when the farmers started to plant their crops. This explains why the spring
night sky received so much attention.
Based on the positions of the stars as
seen just after sunset on the vernal equinox, the Azure Dragon was in the
east, the White Tiger in the west, the Vermilion Bird in the south and the
Murky Warrior in the north.
Why these creatures were chosen as the denizens
of the Four Symbols has never been ascertained, though it is thought that it
may have something to do with the ancient Chinese tribal totems.
1.3

The Twenty-eight Mansions

The seven Mansions of Azure Dragon are Horn, Neck, Root, Room, Heart,
Tail, and Winnowing-Basket; of Murky Warrior are Dipper, Ox, Girl, Emptiness,
Rooftop, House, and Wall; of White Tiger are Legs, Bond, Stomach, StoppingPlace, Net, Turtle and Investigator; of Vermilion Bird are Well, Ghosts,
Willow, Star, Extended Net, Wing, and Chariot-Platform. Each Mansion had a
function, representing an official in charge of a particular aspect of the
government.
The origin of the Twenty-eight Mansions might have something to do with
the motion of the Moon.
Since the Moon goes through a complete cycle in the
celestial sphere in approximately 28 days, it seems probable that the
Mansions defined the approximate positions of the Moon in the sky on each of
the 28 nights of its cycle.
1.4

The Asterisms and the Stars

From about one thousand years ago in the Tang Dynasty, the territory of
the Enclosures and the Mansions was extended to include the surrounding
asterisms. With such an extended meaning, the Three Enclosures and the
Twenty-eight Mansions become thirty-one independent groups of aster isms in
the ce~estial sphere.
In the Qing Dynasty about 300 years ago, under the
influence from the West, asterisms surrounding the southern polar region were
added.
But these new asterisms do not belong to any of the Ericlosures nor
the Mansions.
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In each asterism, the stars are named in a numerical order.
Some
asterisms contain some stars under a supplementary naming, called
supplementary asterisms.
The stars of some more important asterisms such as
those of the Northern Dipper and the Enclosures even have individual namings
along with the numerical order. However, the names of the asterisms and the
individual stars are not unique.
There are 24 pairs of asterisms and stars
sharing the same names. When we call these stars, we have to mention also
which Enclosure or Mansion they belong to.
With all the namings and positions, any special event occurring in the
starry sky can be located and recorded. The observers had many things to
look for in each asterism, such as the brightness and colour changes of the
stars, whether there were guest stars, comets, meteors, nebulosity, etc.
Just like a fortune telling book, the predictions for the various
possibilities were written down.
There are folk tales of the Sun, the Moon and some stars.
In contrast
to the West, folk tales related to stars are few.
Nevertheless, since the
asterisms were used to predict events happening on earth, each asterism was
associated with specific functions.
In this paper, it is not possible to
discuss the functions of all of them, but some of the more interesting ones
are listed below.
The English translations of the names of the aster isms will be given as
far as possible, and their Chinese pronunciation based on Hanyu Pinyin will
be provided in parenthesis.

2.

The Sun and the Moon

2.1

Houyi's shooting down the suns

This is a very old folk tale.
In ill-omened time, ten suns were seen in
the sky.
Their heat threatened all living things. Then Yao, the Fourth
Emperor, gave a magic bow to Houyi, an archer, who then shot nine of the ten
suns out of the sky, leaving only one sun shining.
2.2

Chang'e's flying to the Moon

Chang'e, the wife of Houyi, was not happy with what Houyi had done.
Knowing that Houyi had made some herb of immortality, she stole and took
them.
Later she found herself so light that she rose to the Moon.
In the
Moon there were a jade hare making some medicine under a cassia tree while
Wugang was hacking the cassia tree.
She now lives with Wugang and the hare
on the Moon.
In the Mid-Autumn Festival,which is the fifteenth day of the
eighth month of the Chinese Lunar Calendar, people will recall this folk tale
again.

3.

The Purple Palace Enclosure (Ziwei Yuan)

In the Purple Palace Enclosure, there are some stars representing the
emperor, the queen, the princes, the palace maids, the imperial dancers, and
even the imperial kitchen and the emperor's bed. They are surrounded by two
walls of 15 stars.

In this Enclosure there are altogether 37 asterisms and 344 stars. The
most famous asterisms include the Northern Dipper (Beidou) and the Northern
Pole (Beiji). The current pole star, the Polaris, is in another aster ism
Gouchen.
3.1

The Asterism Northern Dipper (Beidou)

There is a Chinese saying that when you s~e a sky full of stars, you
will say a sky full of stars and dippers.
It turns out that in the Chinese
star system, there are altogether four dippers.
They are the asterism
No~thern Dipper in the Purple Palace Enclosure, the asterism Dipper in the
Heavenly Market Enclosure, the mansion Dipper, and the asterism Small Dipper
in the southern polar region.
The Northern Dipper is the most popular amongst all dippers.
It is the
biggest and its stars are brightest.
It is therefore also called the Big
Dipper, or just Dipper for short. You will see how confusing it may become.
People in ancient China were familiar with the Northern Dipper, and
their knowledge became incorporated into their daily speech: ItWhen the handle
of the Dipper points east, it is spring; when it points south, it is summer;
when it points west, it is autumni and when it points north, it is winter."
They knew that the orientations of the handle of the Northern Dipper after
sunset change in step with the seasons.
In central and northern parts of China, the Northern Dipper never sets.
As such, some people conceived the Northern Dipper as a chariot that carried
the emperor revolving round the polar region.
3.2

The Star Emperor (Di) and the Asterism Northern Pole (Beiji)

If we join the first two stars of the bowl in the Northern Dipper, and
extend the line about five times in the direction of the opening, we will
come to Polaris, the famous pole star. Even a casual observer who only
spends a few hours watching the night sky will notice that, while all the
other stars rise and set, Polaris always remains in the same position. This
star is called the First of Gouchen, the number one star of the aster ism
Gouchen. Gouchen was conceived as the posterior palace of the emperor in
ancient Chinese books.
But why did Polaris have such an uninteresting name in China? The
reason is simple.
If we travelled back to about 3 000 years ago, the current
pole star would be replaced by another star, beta Ursae Minoris. The
precession of the Earth has changed the position of the pole star
significantly in 3 000 years.
People then noticed that beta Ursae Minoris
differed from the others, and so they called it Di, the Emperor. The Chinese
heavenly emperor should be the one whom all others worshipped.
The asterism Northern Pole has five stars.
The line joining these fiv.e
stars followed very closely the path of the celestial north pole in the past
4 000 years. This is 6bviously not a mere coincidence.

4.
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The Supreme Palace Enclosure (Taiwei Yuen)

While the North was the preserve of the royal family and their
entourage, the East and the West were the areas where ordinary people, dukes,
princes and other senior officials lived in. The Supreme Palace Enclosure,
situating in the western sky, was the stronghold of dukes, princes and other
senior officials.
There are 20 asterisms with 178 stars in this Enclosure.

5.

The Heavenly Market Enclosure (Tianshi Yuen)

The East was the domain of the ordinary people, and here you can find a
walled marketplace, with a parking area for wagons, a slaughterhouse, a
trading area, and all the characteristics of a flourising city.
There are 19 aster isms and 260 stars in this Enclosure.
asterism is called Coiled Thong.
5.1

One of its

The Asterism Coiled Thong (Guansuo)

No city is free of crime and violence, and the heaven was no exception:
the circle of stars in Corona Borealis was collectively called the Coiled
Thong, or the heavenly prison. Coiled Thong has nine stars.
It was written
in the history book that if all nine stars were bright, then the prison would
be full; if only seven stars were seen, then some prisoners could be
released; and if only three stars were seen, a major release should be
arranged.
Actually some of the stars in Corona Borealis are variables.
The
ancient Chinese just interpreted this as a meaning of changes in the number
of prisoners within.
Isn't it interesting to contrast the interpretation
with the West where Corona Borealis means the Northern Crown!

6.

The Eastern Symbol - the Azure Dragon (Donggong Canglong)

The seven mansions of Azure Dragon are Horn, Neck, Root, Room, Heart,
Tail, and Winnowing-Basket. The seven mansions have altogether 46 asterisms
and 321 stars.
6.1

The Mansion Horn (Jiao)

The ancient Chinese had a very orderly view of the heavens.
There were
rules and regulations.
Before reaching the heavenly Emperor, all visitors
should pass through the heavenly gate! which is the mansion Horn.
It has two
stars that correspond to alpha and zeta Virginis.
The mansion Horn is situated in a very strategic position.
It lies
between the Supreme Palace Enclosure in the east and the Heavenly Market in
the west, and leads to the Purple Palace Enclosure in the north.
Furthermore, the ecliptic passes through the Horn~ and so the Sun, the Moon
and the planets all pass through this mansion.
This may account for the
reason why the mansion Horn is taken as the first one of all the Twenty-eight
Mansions.
The other mansions in Azure Dragon lie on the eastern side of mansion

Horn.
This is very natural, because this is the direction where the Sun and
the Moon move +n the celestial sphere.
6.2

The Mansion Heart (Xin)

The star Antares and the two stars beside it in Scorpio form the mansion
Heart, home of the official charged with meting our rewards and punishments
throughout the kingdom.
In the Western mythology, orion and Scorpio are portrayed as deadly
rivals and are placed on the opposite side of the sky.
In China, the famous
Chinese poet Du Fu had written that "How sad it is that in life friends often
find themselves completely separated as the mansions Heart and Investigator!"
The mansion Investigator coincides with part of the constellation orion.

7.

The Northern Symbol - the Murky Warrior (Beigong Xuanwu)

The seven mansions of the Murky Warrior are Dipper, Ox, Girl, Emptiness,
Rooftop, House, and Wall.
They have altogether 65 asterisms with 778 stars.
7.1

The Mansion Dipper (Dou)

The six stars in Sagittarius belong to the mansion Dipper. Dipper is
also called the Southern Dipper for an obvious reason.
In the ancient
Chinese book, the mansion Dipper is the official responsible for promotions,
conferring peerages and distribution of salaries. So if you want a
promotion, the Dipper is the mpnsion you should look for.
7.2

The Asterisms River Drum and Spinning Damsel (Hegu and Zhinu)

In this mansion there is a popular legend that is still widely
circulated today: the reunion of the cowherd and the spinning damsel via a
bridge of magpies. This story is closely related to the Seven Sisters
Festival.
Seven is a magic number in this festival.
Another famous Chinese poet Du Mu had written: "Across the screen the
autumn moon stares coldly from the sky; With silken fan I flick the fireflies
sailing by.
The night grows cooler and chills me to the heart; I watch the
Spinning.Damsel and the Cowherd far apart ...
The Festival stems from an ancient Chinese legend in which an orphaned
cowherd was expelled from his home by his brother and sister-in-law. They
gave him a cart, an ox and a small piece of land. His ox told him that if he
stole the clothes of one of the seven maidens who visited Earth to bathe in a
river on a certain day, she would marry him.
The cowherd did steal the Seventh Maiden's clothes and the two fell in
love and married. After three years of happiness, the maiden was ordered
back to heaven because the romance violated the taboo between fairy and
mortal. Despite becoming an immortal when he died, the cowherd was kept away
from his wife by the Queen Mother of the Western Heaven. The Queen Mother
drew a Silver River (the Milky Way) across the sky to keep them apart, put
allowing them to have reunion once every year. On the seventh night in the
seventh month in the Chinese Lunar year, a thousand magpies will come and
make a bridge over the Silver River ...•..
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In Hong Kong, on the sixth day of the seventh lunar month, unmarried men
pay homage to the cowherd. On the seventh day, single women make offerings
to the Seventh Maiden.
It is easy to find the cowherd and the spinning damsel in the sky. They
are part of the famous summer triangle I · made of Vega, Altair and Deneb. To
distinguish who is the cowherd and the spinning damsel is not difficult.
Deneb, called the Fourth of Heavenly Ford (Tianjin) in China, is lying on the
Milky Way. He was said to be a guard of the Milky Way. The cowherd, always
carrying his two kids in baskets hung on the two ends of a bamboo pole on his
shoulder, is Altair or the Second of River Drum (Hegu). The two stars beside
him are his kids. The last one is the First of Spinning Damsel (Zhinu),
which is Vega in the West.
The aster isms River Drum and Spinning Damsel are
in mansion Ox (Niu), and the asterism Heavenly Ford is in mansion Girl (Nu).

8.

The Western Symbols - the White Tiger (Xigong Baihu)

The seven Mansions of White Tiger are Legs, Bond, Stomach, StoppingPlace, Net, Turtle and Investigator. They have 54 asterisms with 702 stars.
8.1

The Asterism Great Tomb (Daling)

The star Algol! or beta Persei, is also called Medusa in Greek
Mythology. Medusa was very powerful for even beheaded
Perseus, men would
turn into stone simply by a stare at her head.
It was also
led the Star
of Catastrophes. In China it was known as the Fifth of Great Tomb. The
asterism Great Tomb ,was the heavenly official in
of funeral matters.
Great Tomb is an asterism of the mansion Stomach.
It is interest
that
people in both ancient China and the West associated this star with something
supernatural and forbidding.
This is not surprising, because within a few
hours Algol can turn from bright to dim, and then turn
again, as if
she possesses some mysterious power.
8.2

The Asterism Five Carts (Wuche)

The constellation with five stars, in the shape of a
is called
Auriga, a crippled warrior in Western legend. Auriga rode into battle on a
four-wheeled cart and acquitted himself most valiantly in
Id. In
China, this pentagon is called the Five Carts, an asterism of the mansion
Net.
These five carts were used to carry the five important
This is
another interesting coincidence between the Chinese and the West
8.3

The Mansion Invest

(Shen)

The mansion Investigator is part of the constellation
The red
star on the left shoulder of Orion is named Betelgeuse, or the Fourth of
Investigator in Chinese.
It is the brightest red giant star that can be seen
with the naked eye. But in "Shiji Tianguanshu", a Chinese history book
written before 100 BC, a strange simile is used: "As yellow as Investigator's
left shoulder". They used this star to help identifying the colour of stars.
It is very likely that Betelgeuse woulq have been yellow about 2 000 years
ago.
Ancient Chinese astronomical records have provided much useful
information for research into stellar evolution.

The three stars in the Orion belt are also called the god of blessing,
emolument and longevity respectively. During the Chinese New Year, people
greet each other by saying "The three stars shining high above onto you".

9.

The Southern Symbol

~

the Vermilion Bird (Nangong Zhuque)

Vermilion Bird includes the Mansions of Well, Ghosts, Willow, Star,
Extended Net, Wing, and Chariot-Platform.
It contains 36 asterisms and 507
stars.
9.1

The Asterism and the Star Heavenly Wolf (Tianlang)

The winter night skies also hold many constellations worthy of our
appreciation.
In the south, there is Canis Major, and Sirius, the brightest
star in the night sky.
Sirius is called the Heavenly Wolf in Chinese.
Heavenly Wolf is the name of an asterism in the mansion Well, but since this
asterism has only one star, it is also the name of a star.
It was also
called the Star of the Thief, because when it appears in the southern sky,
the number of thefts increases drastically. However, the real reason for
this is that the star appears at the approach of the Chinese Lunar New Year,
when thieves are naturally more active, for less than celestial reasons.
9.2

The Asterism and the Star Old Man (Laoren)

Just below Canis Major, there is a very bright star named Canopus,
ranking second in brightness to Sirius.
In Central China, for example in
Luoyang and Xi'an, this star is rarely seen, and the ancient Chinese regarded
it as a symbol of good luck - people who are lucky enough to see it would
live longer, it was said.
Therefore it has multiple names, including Old
Man, Southern Pole, and star of longevity. Old Man also belongs to mansion
Well.
But in Hong Kong, we can see this star quite often in the southern sky
in winter. May be this explains why the average life span of the people in
Hong Kong is long.
9.3

The Mansion Ghosts (Gui)

Ghosts, as its name infers, should be something weird. The four stars
of Ghosts, forming a small square, are not bright. Therefore they are not
easy to pe identified.
If you look at Ghosts more closely, you may see a
nebulosity inside it in one moment, and may lose it in the other. You are of
course not seeing any ghosts, but an open cluster called M44 in the
constellation Cancer.
M44 is an asterism called Cumulative Corpse in China.
Of the 3 240 stars in the Chinese system, a few of them are not star, of
which four should be clusters, one galaxy, and three novae.
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Appendix II
Translation of Chinese Astronomical Terms

Chinese Term
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Chinese Pinyin

Three Enclosures

Sanyuan

Purple Palace Enclosure,
Purple Forbidden Enclosure,
Purple Subtle Enclosure
Supreme Palace Enclosure,
Supreme Subtle Enclosure
Heavenly Market Enclosure,
Celestial Market Enclosure

Ziwei Yuan

Four Symbols,
Four Symbolic Animals

Sixiang

(Eastern Symbol) Azure Dragon,
Blue Dragon
(Southern Symbol) Vermilion Bird,
Red Bird
(Western Symbol) White Tiger
(Northern Symbol) Murky Warrior,
Black Tortoise

(Donggong) Canglong

Taiwei Yuan
Tianshi Yuan

(Nangong) Zhuque
(Xigong) Baihu
(Beigong) Xuanwu
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Twenty-eight Mansions,
Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions
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English Translation

English Translation

Chinese Term

Legs
Bond
Stomach
Stopping-Place
Net
Turtle
Investigator
Well
Ghosts
Willow
Star
Extended Net
Wing, Wings
Chariot-Platform

. Chinese Pinyin
Kui
Lou
Wei
Mao
Bi
Zi
Shen
ling
Gui
Liu
Xing
Zhang
Yi
Zhen

Asterism
Supplementary Asterism

Xingguan
Fuzuo

Co i 1ed Thong
Northern Dipper
Northern Pole
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River Drum
Spinning Damsel
Heavenly Ford
Great Tomb
Five Carts
Heavenly Wolf
Old Man
Cumulative Corpse

Guansuo
Beidou
Beiji
Gouchen
Hegu
Zhinu
Tianj in
Dal ing
Wuche
Tianlang
Laoren
Jishi
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Emperor
(Fourth Emperor)
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Du Fu
Du Mu
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Astronomy in Saudi Arabia Report
Ibrahim A. AL-Helal
Consultant Astronomer, King Fahad Cultural Center
Saudi Arabia
In the last twenty-five years, more than 100 astronomers have graduated from
two Astronomical Department, one in King Saud University (KSU) in Riyadh and the
other in King Abdulaziz University (KAU) in Jeddah. About 15-20% of those
graduated are working in fields related to astronomy, among them five with a Ph.D.,
and three with an M. Sc.; also two are studying for a Ph.D., and three for Ms. Most of
the other astronomy graduates are teaching math, physics or general sciences in
schools.
The number of academic staff in both universities is ten with a Ph.D., (5 Saudis
and 5 non) and five research assistants, and on post-graduate students. Both
departments in KSU and KAU have Celestron 14" with photon counters, 15cm Coude
refractor, solar laboratory, small planetarium and astronomical measurement
instruments. In Addition, KAU has a CCD camera, where KSU has a double telescope
with 45cm Ritchey-Chretien and 24cm Schmidt telescope. All these observational
facilities are located near the universities, where the light pollution is very high, which
limits the observations. Now there is plan to move the KSU double telescope away
from Riyadh.
There is a Plan to make the tow departments in KSU and KAU as astronomical
group in physics departments due to a lack of students and Saudi teaching staff, and
also to the cut in university budgets.
The Institute of Astronomical and Geophysical Researches(IAGR) in King
Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology (KACST) has a Special royal Decree to
take care of all large-scale astronomical projects, such as the National observatory
Project(NOP). The site selection program for NOP was started ten years ago by
KACST,with the help ofa Canadian team, then an American consultant. The Gulfwar
and the oil fires of Kuwait affected the Saudi atmosphere, which delayed the project.
On the other hand, the earthquakes in Egypt, directed most of the efforts of IAGR and
KACST to geophysics projects, which reduced the budget of the astronomy projects.
Six astronomers are working in IAGR, none with a Ph.D. or M. Sc. KACST has
four 15cm Coude installed for NOP site selection, three Celestron 14" for Islamic
crescent visibility. KACST has a huge ten year database of solar observation done by
the solar village in Oiaina (near Riyadh).
KACST is finalizing a contract with Australia to have a LaserlLunar ranging
telescope (75cm); this telescope will be used for geodesy and geodynamic studies and
research also for earth rotation problems, polar motion and time-service.
There is a 3m radio observatory designed by the electrical engineering department
and the astronomy department in KSU to observe the sun. With plans to use KACST
10m radio antenna; this antenna is used now for remote sensing only but the lack of
staff makes the progress slow.
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In Riyadh there are two big planetariums that will be open to the public shortly.
There are two science museums in Saudi (one in Riyadh and other in TJeddah); half
of their shows are about astronomy.
We hope farther astronomical development will occur soon; with local and
international cooperation.
We could not find any Astronomical folk tales or legends in our country or
regIon.

Astronomy Education in a Pluralistic Society:

The Singapore Experience
Cheong Kam-Khow
Assistant Director, Singapore Science Centre
Singapore

Introduction

Singapore consists of the island of Singapore and some 60 small islands. It is situated between
latitudes 1.15 degree N and 1.48 degree N and longitudes 103.63 degree E and 104.42 degree E,
approximately 137 km north of the equator at the southernmost tip of the Asia continent.

Singapore offers an example of how people of many different races and creeds can live and work
together in hannony while retaining their own distinctive cultures. For decades, Chinese, Indians,
Indonesians and people from the rest of Asia and beyond flooded into the island. The Malays, who
now make up 14 per cent of the population of 3 million, first arrived on the island, as the
indigenous people of the land and sea. The Chinese, today about 77 per cent of the population,
also came to Singapore many centuries ago and settled here to cultivate and trade in its tropical
wealth. The Indians, comprising 7 per cent of the population, arrived after the founding of the
British colony by Stamford Raffles in 1819 as a port and regional market place. Singapore is also
home to a "Wide range of other ethnic groups ,which account for the remaining 2 per cent of the
population. One of these groups is the Eurasians, many of whom are descendants of families from
the fonner Portuguese colonies of ]\lalacca in Malaysia, and Goa in India. There are also small
Arab, Annenian and Jewish communities; representatives of once large groups which had
considerable influence in Singapore's fonnative years.

This multi-cultural mixture enriches

Singaporean life in many ways, with each group retaining its own unique traditions, delicious
cuisines, fascinating costumes, and festivals.
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Elements of a Pluralistic Society

As Singapore gained its people from all over the world, the religions of the world have. also been
incorporated and are freely practised in the temples, churches and mosques, cathedrals and
synagogues of Singapore. Buddhism, the many forms of Hinduism, the religions of the Sikhs, the
Taoists, the Jews and other minorities, all add depth and spiritual diversity to the other aspects of
cultural variety which is such a part of Singaporean life. Many religious celebrations take place
throughout the Singapore Calendar. Every month, some part of the community engages in their
own religious or cultural festival.

Most Singaporeans speak at least a little of one or two other local languages apart from their own,
with Mandarin, Malay, Tamil and English, the official languages, all taught in school. The people's
cultures, living side by side, give and take from each other, making the people distinctively
Singaporean as well as distinguished by their ancestry.

Singapore is much more than a collection of cultural identities. Its history, from the medieval wars
of S.E. Asia, through the period of colonial domination from Europe and the rule of Britain,
through the adversities of the Second World war and occupation, to the flowering of independence
---- these have hounded the people into one nation with a vigorous belief in itself It is this
combination of its variety and its harmony that makes Singapore a truly pluralistic society.

One of the unique features of the pluralistic society in Singapore is that more than 80 per cent of
Singaporeans live in home ownership fIats built by the Housing and Development Board.

As

different ethnic families live together in the same housing estates, they understand and communicate
well with one another. As most of the public holidays are religious or cultural festivals, they often
celebrate together or convey their well-wishes to their neighbours irrespective of their backgrounds.

Melting-Pot of Cultures Conducive to Astronomy Education

Many public holidays and festivals in Singapore make specific references to the phases of the
Moon. The Chinese Lunar New Year and the Hindu Deepavali are celebrated on new moon days.
F or Muslims, the major event is Hari Raya Puasa, which marks the end of the Ramadan month of
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fasting. The celebration commences after sighting the new moon. The Buddhists celebrate Vesak
on full moon day. The Hindu festival ofThaipusam and the Chinese Md-Autumn Festival are also
celebrated on full moon days. Easter is always on the Friday following the first full moon after the
vernal equinox.

The Muslims use a purely lunar calendar, whereas the Chinese and the Hindus adopt different lunisolar calendars.

The topic of calendars has always been popular among Singaporeans simply

because calendars are relevant to their social, cultural and religious lives. As calendars are closely
related to motions of the Sun and the Moon, it is a natural topic to include in any course or lecture
on astronomy for students as well as members of the public. Three years in a row in 1996, 1997
and 1998, the Chinese and the Muslims celebrate Lunar New Year and Hari Raya Puasa during the
same period. Such a coincidence of festive seasons of two major communities in Singapore has
engendered a lot of public interest in various types of calendars as well as calendrical calculations.

Singapore is an island country surrounded by the sea. Hence, ocean tides are commonplaces to
those who frequent the beaches. People staying near the monsoon drain can hardly fail to notice
the daily pattern of high and low tides. Since the interval between successive high tides is caused
by the rotation of the Earth about its axis and the revolution of the Moon about the Earth, ocean
tides as a topic in astronomy is also of considerable interest to the public.
Astronomical events or topics such as eclipses, comets, meteors and novae never fail to attract the
attention of the general public. Appearance of comets in the sky or sighting of meteorite fireballs
were perceived in ancient Chinese beliefs as omens of evil fortune. Some Muslims pray during
eclipses. F or Hindus, a bath taken during the eclipse, and the charities and devotion practised on
this occasion purifY the mind and soul of the aspirants. People from all walks of life are therefore
interested in these events and topics.

Modern Taoists are interested in the sky because of their unique philosophy of the cosmos. They
have a genuine quest for knowledge of celestial science. Muslims are interested in the timing of
sunrise and sunset for its direct relevance with the timing of fasting and fast-breaking as well as
daily prayer sessions.

From the aforementioned examples, it is apparent that astral science is closely associated with the
cultural and religious lives of the pluralistic society in Singapore. It is therefore not surprising that
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within the past 15 years, astronomy education has moved forward by leaps and bounds with the
correct impetus.

l\1ilestones in Astronomy Education in Singapore

Before 1980, astronomy enthusiasts in Singapore were all playing a lone hand. The Singapore
Science Centre, in anticipation of the return of the renowned Halley Comet, started organising
regular talks on various topics on astronomy for students and members of the public. Various
astronomical events in the eighties, including the solar eclipses in

1983 and March 1988, the

transit of Mercury in November 1986 and the supernova 1987A, helped to gravitate the
conglomeration of amateurs, which led to the formation of an astronomy club under the Friends of
the Science Centre Scheme. Among all the astronomical events in the eighties, the one with the
most impact was the perihelion of the Halley Comet in 1986, which gathered more than 12
thousand people in two overnight observation sessions.

The 01vfNI-Theatre of the Singapore Science Centre was officially opened on 10 December 1987.
The Theatre is equipped with the Space Voyager Planetarium Projection System manufactured by
Spitz Inc of USA. Planetarium shows are screened daily under the hemispheric screen, 23m in
diameter.

With the generous contributions from the Government of Japan and members of the Japanese
Chamber of Commerce & Industry in Singapore, the Observatory of the Singapore Science Centre
was built. The main telescope of the Observatory is a 40cm Cassegrain reflector. The main mirror
was the fruit of labour ofIVtr K. Ikeya, co-discoverer of the Ikeya-Seki

1965. The unique

equatorial mount for the telescope was specially designed for the Obsexvatory with an English yoke
to provide the necessary stability for the drive and tracking mechanisms. Other auxiliary facilities
include a hydrogen alpha filter system for the observation of solar flares and prominences, a 20 cm
Sdunidt camera for astrophotography, an advanced CCD photometric system and a 25x150
apochromatic binoculars for sky survey.

Patrick Moore, the world renowned amateur astronomer and writer, was invited to Singapore in
December 1989 to deliver a series of lectures in conjunction with the official opening of the
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Observatory. For the past

years, the Observatory has become the focal point of astronomical

activities in Singapore.

is rather unique as it allows constellations of both the northern and

An observatory near the

To capitalise on this advantage, the Shibuya

southern celestial hemispheres to

observed.

Makuhari Japanese Senior

Singapore built its own teaching observatory in 1992 to

benefit its own students whose parents are working in this region.

Astronomy clubs were "1.~.IhU,,y,";"'~/'1,·u·f'v·,,,"Iu.1"!"1 formed in the two universities, polytechnics, and most of the
pre-university junior ,...,.,." ... ""',,..,,
established in 1991.
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The Astronomical Society of Singapore (TASOS) was
courses as well as practical sessions on astronomy are conducted

periodically for members

The collision of Comet

Jupiter was another event which boosted the public's

U.""'''''''AJlAUfi.V'

interest in astronomy
Science Centre to view
the recent discovery of

••V

....,VU!A'U.:l'

of people gathered at the ObseIVatory of the

collision. The solar eclipse ofNovelnber 1995 and
Comet continued to kindle the interest of the public.

Astronomy educators here are looking forward to the perihelion of the Hale-Bapp Comet in 1997,
the Leonid meteor shower in November 1999 and the transit of Venus in June 2004.
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Astronomical Folktales and Legends in Singapore
Cheong Kam-Khow
Assistant Director, Singapore Science Centre
Singapore

As the ancestors of Singaporeans came from different parts of the world, the folktales and legends

in Singapore originated from where their ancestors came. Therefore, none of these folktales and
legends are indigenous to Singapore. These folktales and legends of the stars were brought here
from other parts of the world and handed down by their ancestors. Among
Chinese vision of the sky has its own virtue. It is worthwhile·to elaborate a

the traditional
below.

Stars and Constellations in Chinese Astrology

In traditional China, astronomy and astrology always went in company. Ancient Chinese sky
observers divided the entire observable celestial sphere with stars into three Enclosures (known as
Yuan) and twenty-eight Lunar Mansions (known as Xiu).

The Three Enclosures

Yuan

Enclosures

Celestial region with names of
present-day constellations

Ziweiyuan

The Imperial Court

Circumpolar region
(Draco, Cepheus, Cassiopeia,
Camelopardus,
r)

Taiweiyuan

The Royal Court

Vrrgo, Coma Berenices, Leo

Tianshiyuan

The Celestial Business Court

Serpens, Ophiuchus, Aquila, Hercules

C'fl

The Twenty-Eight Lunar Mansions .
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Gong (palace)

Xiu (Lunar Mansions)

Present-day Constellation

Donggong Canglong

Jiao (Hom)

VIrgo

(Eastern Palace

Kang (Neck)

VIrgo

Azure Dragon)

Di (Root)

Libra

Fang (Room)

Scorpius

Xin (Heart)

Scorpius

Wei* (Tail)

Scorpius

Ji (Winnowing-tray)

Sagittarius

Beigong Xuanwu

Dou (Ladle)

Sagittarius

(Northern Palace

Niu (Ox)

Capricomus

Black Tortoise)

Nu (Girl)

Aquarius

Xu (Emptiness)

Aquarius

Wei* (Roof)

Aquarius

Shl (House)

Pegasus

Bi** (Wall)

Pegasus

Xigong Bamu

Kui (Legs)

Andromeda

(Western Palace

Lou (Lasso)

Aries

White Tiger)

Wei* (Stomach)

Aries

Mao (Fur on ensign)

Taurus

Bi** (Net)

Taurus

Zi (Mouth)

Orion

Shen (Commander)

Orion

Nangong Zhuque

Jing (Well)

Gemini

(Southern Palace

Gui (Ghost)

Cancer

RedBird)

Liu (Willow)

Hydra

Xing (Stars)

Hydra

Zhang (Extended Net)

Hydra

Yi (Wmgs)

Crater

Zhen (Chariot platform)

Corvus

*
**

These are different words in Chinese, written with different characters.
So are these.

It is interesting to note that the ancient Chinese astrologers-astronomers viewed the sky as an

extension of the terrestrial world.

Names of the stars

constellations reveal the

corresponding equivalence of the ancient social lives of the ,...."",,,",, i,+.~~

the commoners. They are

very different from those of the Greek mythologies.

Ziweiyuan, the Imperial Court, is at the centre of the

Twenty-eight Lunar

Mansions. In the Imperial Court, stars representing
household, such as

r:tlC>1Y'1nt:>·1"£:'

empress, the crown prince, the irnl"''''''rt,,~i

... ,-' ..v .....

v~u""v

forth were designated. Around this region were also asterisms
that rendered dose service to the emperor or the
chains of stars forming two walls,
analogy between the emperor and
stars

I'\Al.COl'\nllri

officials or departments
stars were surrounded by two

of the obvious
the circumpolar

r.Jv ..,'............

the Chinese system, it was natural that the latter

offices of the principal members of the (celestial) imperial
stars

children and so

walls of
pole star, and the

the

Dipper

of the imperial

as the residences or
OJLoU"-'U-U''-'A

......, ,'"" ......... Chinese saw the

Ursa Major as the throne

he was giving

audience to his ministers.

Taiweiyuan,

Royal Court, was considered as the """" ......AA"". annex

location for the most important offices of the Heavens.
was considered as
cat(~gones

market place

Tianshiyu~

Court or the
'-'~."t...,,,,u ......

Business Court,

"",~ ......... "",.• ..,. . .

the royalties

of various

were sold.

Just as the emperor on earth radiated

all directions, so

from the celestial

pole. During the first millennium the Chinese built up a complete

unequal equatorial

divisions --- these were the )(iu, the celebrated Lunar Mansions. The

term Xiu, when read

as Xu, means a lodging for the night or halting place. Perhaps){iu was taken as the halting place
for the Moon for the night and thus translated as Lunar Mansions in English. Names of stars and
asterisms in the twenty-eight Lunar Mansions reveal many things

to

daily lives of the

commoners.

hi

Whereas, in the Hindu system of Astrology, the zodiac is divided into twenty-seven equal parts,
starting from the first point of Aries. Each part occupies 13 degrees and 20 minutes of Right
Ascension. The Asterism in which the Moon is placed at the time of birth is of great significant.
The Moon also affords convenient punctuations for timing the Hindu religious observances, sacred
days and tithis, the lunar days.

In Chinese folklore, these is a channing story in connection with Altair of Aquila (Qianniu, the
Cowherd) and Vega of Lyra (Zhinu, the weaving maid). Zhinu, the seventh daughter of the
Emperor of the Heavens, was deft at spinning and weaving. One day, she happened to look out
through one of the windows of the palace and saw her father's herdboy, Qianniu, driving the flock
along the banks of the Heavenly River --- the M1ky Way. Their eyes met and they fell in love at
first sight. After a short courtship the Emperor consented to their marriage. They showed so
much affection for each other after their wedding that they both neglected their duties in weaving
and tending cattle, whereupon the Emperor became indignant and penalized them by separating one
from the other. Hence, as the story goes, the two asterisms are found on opposite banks of the
Milky Way --- the Heavenly River. Once a year, on the seventh day of the seventh month, they are
allowed to meet. On the very night magpies will fonn, for the couple, a bridge across the Heavenly
River with their wings. Qiqiaojie, one of the more romantic Chinese festivals, is celebrated on the
seventh night of the seventh month of the lunar calendar and commemorates the annual reunion of
the cowherd and the weaving maid. This festival has a special significance for single girls since
Zhinu is reputed to be sympathetic to the lovelorn. Qiqiaojie is, therefore, an occasion for the
unmarried people to pray for good spouses and happy marriages.
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Present Condition of Astronomical Education in Sri Lanka
Tellamuregi C. Samaranayaka
Deputy Director of Education, Sri Lanka Planetarium
Sri Lanka

it attained Independence was
mostly to cater to the needs of the administration of the inlperlal powerf;l who had
The system of

Education prevailed in Sri

Lanka before

subjugated this oountry.

A change In Its iystem wal seen after 1948, when Sri Lanka WG:S freed fro.n foreign
bondage and even then a subj$ot like Astronomy in ltD correct meaning was far from their

thoughts.
The closest thing to Astronomy thlt this oountry had prectii$d and b~lIeved h, h(tQ
been AstrQlogy

but ttHH wetl» rnostly restricted

to the Indlgenous population of

the

country,

Astrology is b8slcf'llIy related to the pO:Jition of Plan~t:!1 In

celestial Kingdom to
the exaot time of bJnh of en Individual 8S enunciated in detail below In a lighter vein. It has
become se rooted In the society that it had bacorn~ ~lfnost a culture @lnd pattern that had
bonded u:) with one ~nother.
Birth of one In a familv Is of specie!lf.lignJflcanca where the astrologer is invited and

his opinion 15 canvassed as to whether thtll little might is to
In
mighty or destIned to
be anothsr of the hoi pOllOI. Whather he Ii to harbinger good or bad to the family .. He bases
his oplnton esfter a process of calculation taking into con3lder&stion
exact Ume the
litt'e'" might slipped out to the mundane surroundlngs and the
celestial bodll! in
the space at the Identical second. His calculations are noted in
of c chart l which
is preserved anfJ consulted at every Instance of a comedy or tragedy concerning him or her
and no tying of the nuptial knot ls considered before the charts
Intended parties are
consulted and compared wlthl regarding nnJpactlva planetary
which only o~n
fOff:~t8n thta luccess of otherw,ee of a marriage.
U

However an inolination to

~stronomlQcl

e.duoation was

ol~Hu~rved in the middle gf tho

century with the Inuoduction of frf;Je edlJoation to the country and with It the country
seeIng a group of intellectuals coming out of tho Universities who were free to think and

act objeotively.
Astronomical educ~tlQn in Sri lanka Is Dt pn~8ent impL1(t@d almost In all the primary

and secondary lovel schoo's in tho lsiand. It has been introduced &s pert of the sYllabu$ ir~
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g_ntr,' $clence ~tr.lm
Bt Secondary level. As 5 further step forwrlrdtho government hal jncorpon~ted of Astronomy

the Sooial Soiences stream at Primary level and extended to the

in the Physical Soience degree CQvrse in the Universities 01 the Island f8cUitating an In~
de~th

atudy of tht lubject for those

10

inclined.

In addition to this the 5rllanke Pllnetarium located In the ClJpitai city in clo$~ proximity
to the COlombo Universtty and other leading collegel is playing e Key rote in imparting

knowledge in Astronomy among the school goIng popuhnion by utlUzlng sophistioated

visullaids which Irt not used anywhere else in the country. While sophi5tloatE!ld equipment
Ii used In the P1Bnetarium ~Iong wIth e Unlvers~1 projector the original machinery,' whioh
has stood the test of time (three decades) stilt continues to render p8tlk p~rformanee
making the Planetarium a well and adequately equipped unit to execute! It I task of ce.tering
to the needs of the formBtive young and stimulatt) their mindfIJ in further pursuit of this
exploratory loiencQ,

The Planetarium is also been regularly visited by th' membQfiihlp 01 the Astrologicai
assoCiation at this country to updats their knowledge on the subJ~et that is relev8nt to
their field of activity

end

also by th(t members of the defence sarv~co~ for the optimum

of suoh knowled9' for NavI9ation'~ and nautical purpoees and bearings in jungle

USfi

warfare

which is vital segrnent In defence tlctevities.

the fact that two other institutions have come Into the
tore namely the Arthur C. Chuke Centre whioh i$ state sponsored and named after the
world famol.1s Astronomer Dr. Arthur C. Clarke who is now an honow'ad chllen of Sri
Mention n)ust also be made

Lanka a reventd icon of Aliluonomical Academia. The other goes by the neme 01
II

1$

Subodhi

a private conc~(n both in the pursuit of imparting Astronomy to the peojjle of Sri Lelnka

by

means of theory and

releerch.

The popularity of the Planetarium il letf evIdent In that its visitors Ire 8nnualiy on the
Increase and nearly one hundred and fifty thousand persona visit the
on tAn

averoge, according to the reCgrd&

Planetarlurn annulitHy

maint~infld.

It has been observed from the 6tethstic8 aV8ileibl~ at the Planetarium that at the rate

A!tronomy is disseminating In the country majority of
Astronomy In the
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neBf

future.

p~oplc

will be hIghly IIterete In

Astromical Folk Tales and Legends in Sri Lanka
Tellamuregi C. Samaranayaka
Deputy Director of Education, Sri Lanka Planetarium
Sri Lanka

While Astronomy being the science of the sun, moon, stars and other Planets, the Astrology is the art of observing the
position of the stars in the belief that they influence human affairs and this art has been synonymous with the life and
culture of the Sri Lankans from time immemorial. However it has to be acknowledged that the origin of the art is
Indian and it is the books and manuscripts of Indian origin that served as the source of our mastering the subject thus
making whatever folk-lore and legends relating to Astrology in our possession obviously of Indian base, only exception
being the fantasy of the formation of the earth which of course is our own according to legend and runs thus:
Originally the entire earth was supposed to have been one mass of water consequent to a torrential downpour making
the place one of complete darkness and devoid of anything living-man, animal or vegetation. God Vishnu belabouring
a strategy to make it terra firma (Firm ground) sought the advice of a still powerful God Saman who directed him in
tum to Rahu (node) the Chief of Asura (all powerful of the Demons) and on Rahu's direction God Vishnu dropped
down a lotus seed into this mass of water and on its sprouting after seven days, Rahu (node) descended on the earth
along the sprouted lotus stalk to bring a handful of sand from therein. This quantity of sand was said to have been
placed on the water surface simultaneously making a fIrm resolve that the mass of water should subside immediately
giving way for the establishment of the earth. The handful of sand thus deposited churned itself, pushing the water
level down in forming the dry and hard earth as was desired. But the darkness of the earth continued to be in its
original awesome position for quite a long time to be vanished only after the creation of the human beings thereon.
Yet another belief equally common among astrologers is about Saturn, who has been described as lame for the reason
that it takes 29 years to orbit the Sun. It is said to be an evil Planet and considered slowest moving until the discovery
subsequently of still slower planets like Uranus, Neptune and Pluto.
King Rawana was said to be very powerful. In

Austerities and performing rituals he was supposed to have

obtained special powers from God Shiva. So powerful was he that the other Gods considered him a threat to their
existence. What is more, it was considered that his powers pervaded the entire planetary system and its movements.
On Rawana coming to know that he is to beget a son (Indrajit) arrangements were made forthwith to accommodate in
the eleventh house of the horoscope of the newborn all the seven Planets-Rahu and Kethu (nodes) being unknown
then. The other Gods who came to know of this subtle alTangement were alarmed fearing the emergence of yet another
powerful demon. They made supplication to their preceptor the Jupiter regarding the potential danger but knowing
how hopeless he is against the all powerful Rawana, their final appeal was to the evil planet Saturn for their
deliverance.
As was prearranged the birth chart of Indrajit (new born) was to record all the planets in the eleventh house. However
at the time of physical birth of the child, the mighty King Rawana, to his dismay, observed that the Saturn in the
eleventh had extended his leg to the adjacent house the twelfth upsetting all his plans. The King, furious to find his
arrangement disturbed, immediately drew the sword from its sheath and dismembered the Saturn's extended leg. Thus
lamed and handicapped Saturn had to take the longest time to orbit the Sun-29 years. Our Buddhist literature is one
replete with stories of devotional nature (Jataka stories) poignantly depicting the tortuous life Buddha allowed himself
to suffer both in human and animal form until the eventual reaching of Enlightenment-Buddhahood.

One such story where the delineation of a rabbit seen on the surface of the full moon bears relevance to myths and
mythology which is a part of our present discourse.
In one such previous birth of Buddha in his journey towards enlightenment he is supposed to have been born as a
rabbit, although in animal form, exhibiting the usual piousness and selflessness of a saintly being. One day resting on a
rock when the moon was full and bright, deep in meditation the rabbit was pondering as to what good deed it should
render that day to mortal beings. The Buddhists legends speaks of the existence of "Sakra", the king of gods. He,
while in his throne beningly inclined towards the resolution of any calamity befalling the mortal kingdom is supposed
by a divine power to experience an uncomfortable warmth in his seat in instances where his solicitous interference is
called for in the mundane world.
In one such instance where he experienced the radiating heat in his all powerful perception observing that the indication
of distress was in the mental pressure of a rabbit and that too was of unusual nature and deciding to test primarily the
truthfulness of the rabbit's intention he disguised himself a mendicant in search of food, appeared before the rabbit and
begged of it for some food to appease his hunger. Whereupon the rabbit had expressed its regret for his not knowing
anything in the form of food other than his own flesh.
The mendicant expressing his delight at this offer, the rabbit requested of him to prepare a fire so that he may plunge
thereto to be a roasted delicacy to satiate his hunger.
The fire being prepared and in fun blaze, the rabbit plunged itself to the fire as was agreed upon but the mendicant in
disguise stretched his palm in seizing the rabbit before it touched the bellowing flames.
The Sakra having thus tested the genuineness of the rabbit's offer, announced his true self and in token of this selfless
benediction of the rabbit made a delineation of the rabbit on the moon surface in an everlasting memory to the selfless
rabbit who was none other than the Lord Buddha in his animal birth in his sojourn in "Samsara" (circle of rebirth)
before eventual enlightenment and this is supposed to be the close likeness of a rabbit we vividly see on the surface of
the moon on any bright full moon moon day, goes the mythical story.
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Current State of Astronomy Education in Thailand
Salin Weerabut
Educational Officer, The Bangkok Planetarium, National Science Center for Education
Thailand
It is very popular among Thai people both in schools and in the society when

the Total Solar Eclipse happened on the October 24,1995 in Thailand.The comet
news, 1996 B 2 (Hyakutake) was also wide spread.Mass media in Thailand caught
up the stories of the natural phenomenon to be headlines f-or a long time. Hope that
the resurgence of interest in astronomy caused by the Comet Hale-Bopp in 1997
will happen again particularly among school children.

Astronomy in schools
. The school programs include the study of several Astronomical subjects ,from
fust grade of primary school progress gradually up to sixth grade.At this stage,
Astronomy becomes relatively important and topics like:the movements of the Earth
and its consequences,ilie moon and its phases,Our earth and the Solar System,etc.
In secondary school level the contents due to man's conquest of space

celestial objects,telescope observation,satellites,spacecrafts,life in space and space
technology,etc.The subjects are merely descriptive and teaching to show the sky
which is visible. We try to interest the children to observe the sky using few and
simple astronomical concepts,horizon,stars, planets and constellations.
At high-school level, the contents due to our Earth,celestial sphere , celestial
coordination,solar system and members,stars,galaxies,space and technology.
At the university level,astronomy is taught up to Master's degree in Science.
Elementary and spherical astronomy are taught as prerequistic for surveying course
and navigation.
There are two large telescopes in Thailand, one is a 18"cassegrain telescope
from Japan in Chulalongkom University,Bangkok.Another one is a 16" cassegrain
reflector belonging to Chaingmai University,Chaingmai province.The Chaingmai
observatory is on the high land in the northern Thailand. The Faculty of Science in
Chaingmai University has done much the service activities in astronomy for people

(:,,7

in the northern Thailand.The clear sky and cold weather in the north help them easy
to learn practical astronomy.
There are only 10 or so professtional astronomers in the country,most of
them are university lecturers.All of them has made the coherence for the great
event,Total Solar Eclipse 24 October, 1 995,sponsored by many private sector
organizations in the country.

Astronomy

Society

The Bangkok Planetarium has done much work in making astronomy popular
in Thailand

1

opening date

learning in Astronomy

the country

important roles are to be a center of
to make astronomy easy as well as

attractive,curiotlS and beautiful.
The Bangkok Planetarium is one of the major planetariums in the world.Its
IV projector and can acconlmodate up to

sky theater is equipped with
460 people.
The Planetarium offers

services to

public

schools. The first is a

sky show on various topics in astronomy and space science. The sky show is the
main attraction of the Planetarium. The second service is exhibition :in astronomy
which is displayed in the hall outside the theater.Visitors may learn astronomy on
their own. The third service that is educational activities in astronomy such as
- Organizing star camps for school children.
- Star-gazering for adults and children to recognize the various planets,stars
and constellations.
- Short courses for astronomical training or seminar.
- News and astronomical current events through mass media.

etc.
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The Bangkok Planetarium is well khown throughout Thailand because it has
given its service to the schools and public for 32 years.More than 200,000 people
per year have visited the planetarium. Activities organized by the Planetarium and
its success in popularizing astronomy was a leading step towards building the
Science Museum which was opened in August, 1979, and The Thai Astronomical
Society was also founded in 1982.
The Planetarium and the Society organize jointly regular star party,
astronomy and space science quizes,astronomy painting and lectures on astronomy ..
The Society publishes a quarterly magazine and provides aids for self studies in
astronomy.There are members both adults and children around 2,000 persons in
1996.
The Planetararium and the Society have

same goal

astronomy popular

in Thailand.People do not need to have a fonnal university education to learn about
stars.!t can be enjoyable hobby as much as a serious academic subject. We hope to
stir the curiosity of people and keep them interested in astronomy towards life long
education ..

Folk Legends Associated with Astronomy in Thailand
Salin Weerabut
Educational Officer, The Bangkok Planetarium, National Science Center for Education
Thailand

There are three Thai tales about the Pleiades,Sirius and Ursa Major.
Thai people call the Pleiades as Dao Look Kai ,the chick-star.In this folktale,a
hen and her seven chicks pay the ultimate sacrifice and are rewarded by becoming a
constellation.
Sirius,the brightest star in Canis Major,is called

Thai Dao Mah Lap ,the

sleeping dog-stat.Some call Dao-j'one or a robber-star.Sirius is very bright and stay

all night long during winter in Thailand.Because of healthy climate in winter ,people and
also even dogs have nice deep sleep,so then Sirius becomes

signal of the sleeping

dog-star or the robber-star.
Ursa Major-the big bear,for
tale illustrates Buddhist belief in
doing good.Good

call Dao-Ja-Ra-Kae,the crocodile.Tms moral
Wheel of Life" and a mean to make merit by

are rewarded with good.If not

this

As for merit the crocodile gained,is rewarded to be a constellation.
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then in the next.

FOLK LEGENDS
ASSOCIATED WITH ASTRONOMY IN THAILAND.
There are three legends about stars :in Thailand.One of them is about the
cluster of seven stars known in the West as the Pleiades.Others are Sirius,the
dog-star,and the crocodile or Ursa Major-the big bear in western astronomy.

Seven Stars - Dao Look Kai, the "seven chicks".
There once was an old couple who lived in a small hut in a forest. They
earned their living by growing vegetables and raising chickens, one mother hen and '
seven chicks.
One evening a monk making his usual custom of travelling on foot far and
wide,stop one night rest near the old couple hut.

It is usual for monks do not take food after noon each day and they depend
on the villagers for their food.MoMs make their rounds of the neighburhood each
morning with their begging bowls.The villagers place some rice and food for the
monk's daily meal.By offering support to the monks, the villagers acquire merit
which will. benefit them in future lives.
Both husband and wife were devout. They were worried planning to offer
some rice and food for the monk in the next morning. "Whatever shall we give the

monk for food tomorrow moming ?" they wondered. "We are so poor, there is
nothing at all we can give him.But we simply must offer him something, to make
merit .And it must be the best food we can possibly tmd. "
They fmally decided there was nothing for it ,the only way was to kill their
motheJ;' hen,roast it and offer it to the monlc
The hen,however,overheard their conversation.Weeping,she gathered her
seven chicks under her wings and told them sadly that from now on they must look
after themselves. "Now you must stop fighting one another,and try to love one

another."she told them.Pointing to the eldest with her wing,she said,"And you must
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look after your younger brothers and sisters.Now all of you please be good little
chicks and behave yourselves properly after I'm gone.
Very early next

the

If

man build a huge bonfire out of dry twigs.
the mother hen and put her on the fire to

Then with a sorrowful

roast.When the seven chicks saw their mother plunged to her death ,they all jumped
into the fIre after their

seven chicks died with her.

The seven ,." . . ~...,,"r""' were . . """"""",....... as stars in

sky - ·the cluster of seven stars

call Dao Look I(m.

which Westerners

Sirius -

Sirius is

as"the sleeping

Jone or a robber-star.A baby born at the

Some old
time Sirius comes
connection with

-rnlr\n,,,,,,·.. c.

1IJ""'1L1LlI.Ul.I!.),0

Sirius

a member

a robber gang. The practicle

or burglars and the sleeping dog,is that Thais believe when

the "sleeping dog" star
awakened.So that is

LH........ 'UlJI. . . .....,

up

the sky, all dogs fall asleep and are not easily

most favourable time to burgle a house.
... vA ....

rises up early at night, stay

I'"'Jl~.....,

one

the winter constellations

Thailand.!t

night long and sets down nearly dawn during

December - January,the winter season.The sky in Thailand in general is not ideal
for star observation because of clouds.Only during the dry months of winter,the sky

is nice and clear as well as healthy climate.So people have nice sleep.Then Sirius
becomes the signal of

sleeping dog star or the robber star.

The Crocodile - Dao Ja-Ra-Kae,Ursa-Major-the big bear .

Once upon a time, there was a millionaire who lived with his wife in a house
near the river.He kept a lot of money beneath the ground in front of his home. No
one knew that secret even his wife.After the millionaire was dead,he was worried
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about his riches.He came in his wife dreamworld and told her to make merit for him
with Tod Kathin ceremony_
Thai Buddhist believe in "the Wheel of Life" .This means one is reborn again
and agian.So one should make or accumulate merit to improve oneself. Merit
making,help one to be happy and content with one's life.The amount of merit one
gains in this life will be rewarded in the next life. Tod

is one way to make

merit.
Traditionally the main offering at Kathin
robes to the monks

the

blankets,kitchen utensils
money. Tod Kathin usually

to make new

P"'""-""''Inr... ".." ....... 7

Usually other

ll"U"f"'Q.pnrp'r!

various other necessities

as well, such as
as well as

at temple

VVhen his wife dug up a large sum
money to Tod Kathin,make

some

the millionaire as

'Ull.\,,,o;Jl.llJl..lI...'U1l..UJl';:;:;

many people saw a giant crocodile go its round in front

that time
to protect

the property.
the day Tod Kathin was arranged.While

V'I,,;",'00JlV.!I.Jl

went along

the river,that giant crocodile leading to the temple.But
the temple,the crocodile disappeared.No one saw the

said

that the millionaire reborn to be that giant crocodile.
Nowadays it becomes tradition to have a yellow
crocodile in front of the temple where Tod Kathin take

As for his merit the millionaire gained,he

v'V..." ........... '-'

crocodile in the sky.The crocodile which is Ursa--Major

western

astronomy,for Thai call Dao-Ja-Ra-Kae.
At night you can see the crocodile high near the North star,to remind people
to make merit in this life by doing good, avoiding evil, and purifying one's mind in
one's life.That is the path to be happy in Buddhism.

Astronomy in Vietnam
Nguyen Dinh Huan
Astronomer-Teacher, Vinh University
Vietnam

Vietnam is a tropical country bounded on two sides by the sea.
With this geographical characteristic, many thousand years ago the ancient
Vietnamese (VietCo) were accustomed with the cultivation of rice and the
nautical navigation. Therefore Astronomical observations were soon made in
Vietnam. Some Astronomical figures are remained on the surface of old brass
drum. Following the historical documents, since Xlth century under the Ly
dynasty, imperial observatories were founded. The King's dignitaries measured
the Sun's shadow, observed the Moon, the planets and the stars for drawing the
motions for compiling calendars, predictmg the
chart of sky,
eclipses and also
and bad omens. But after many times of war, these
observatories were
damaged. Now Hue city s(1')me vestiges
old
observatories have
preserved.

I.
of the French, in the beginning' of XXth century, a new
in a
observatory
these old observatories - Distant from Hanoi 120
Phulien observatory was built. It was an
beautiful site,
sea
universal observatory where beside Astronomical there ware also geophysical
and meteorological observations.
Phulien observatory equipped with equatorial and meridian circle for Sun's
observation and time service. In 1972, it was supplem,ented by g. Coude refractor
of German's production. With the data of Sun's observation, Phulien
observatory carried out the study of Sun's - terrestial relationship to the
requirement of radio wave propagation and long tenn weather prevision services.
In 1957 - 1958 and 1964 - 1965 years, Phulien Observatory participated in the
world observation program of the international geophysical year and the quiet
Sun year.
Observatory,
Vietnam
has yet a station of
Besides Phulien
photographic observation of artificial satellite at Nha Trang and little
Astronomical bases for teaching demonstration in Hanoi, Vinh and HoChiMinh
city Universities.
During 30 years of war (1945 - 1975), Phulien Observatory was
seriously damaged,
its equipment was destroyed. Coude refractor was
transferred to Nhatrang city for Sun's observation. At Phulien Observatory,
with the cooperation of Polish tropical expedition in 1957 - 1958 years,
geophysical and meteorological observation were reestablished but astronomical
observation has been not yet.
After the visit to Vietnam of Professor Yoshihide Kozai, President of
lAU and Director of NAG of Japan in 1991, Professor Alan H. Batten,
Chamnen of GWWDA of IAU in 1993, Professor M. Kitamura ( Japan ),
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Professor D. Wentzel ( USA ) in 1995, Vietnamese Astronomy began to be risen.
Many Astronomers have had occasion to participate in the activities of lAU.
Some school
telescopes were
sent to Vietnam from Canadian Royal
Astronomical Society and Paris Observatory (France). Especially, on the
occasion of total solar eclipse visible in Vietnam, a 40cm high-tech reflecting
telescope from Sumirnoto Science Foundation (J apan) will be transported in
Vietnam. A planetarium with capacity of 100 seats is planning to be built in
Vinh city.
But equipment and material facilities are insufficient. In the country
there is not an Astronomical Center to collect Astronomers. The libraries in
Universities have a lot of astronomical books and journals mainly published in
Russia and Eastern European cOU1!tries 10 - 30 years ago. We are lacking of
new text-books and especially up-to-date journals.
II. Scientific contingent.
Vietnam has a group of some twenty Astronomers who were trained in
Russia and Eastern Europe, most of them are post graduated with many years of
experience. Two of them were elected general member of AU from 1991. But
Vietnamese Astronomers are divided in many branches scattered in the country.
Facing difficulties after war, some of them to the need
earn their living
must work in other fields or evacuate in other countries.
Our pressing task is to train a new young scientific contingent.

lITe Scientific activities.
Astronornical researches in Vietnam were chiefly concentrated in
theoretical parts rather then the practical requirement
the country. The
interested fields are: Ephemerides, Celestial Mechanics, Sun - Terrestial
relationship, Astrometry.
- Ephemerides: The main tasks are: compiling astronomical calendar,
nautical almanac, predicting extraordinary astronomical
(eclipse,
comet) and calculating Astrononlical elements to
economic
development
the country, sorne"results were published
Astronomical
Sinica (P.R. China) and Astronomical journa1(Russia).
analytical theory
- Celestial Mechanics:
interested problem is
University. A
of motion of Earth's artificial satellites. They are studied in
lot of papers were published in this field of research.
in low
- Astrometry: TIle main theme of research
latitude . Many results were published in Astrometry
Eastern Europe and Russia.
on:
Vietnamese Astronomers have written some Astronomical
- Astronomical courses for University and school
- Dissemination of Astronomical knowledge.
- Practical problems in Astronomy.

In the coming years, with new supplied telescopes, we wish to do some
researches as follows:
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- Sun's observation. In Vietnam,we have some places where there are 200
- 300 days of sunshine yearly and a great number of days that Sun's altitude at
noon is higher than 60, which makes it suitable for Sun's observation. We would
like to cooperate with Asian Pacific Sun's observatories.
- Celestial Mechanics and Ephemerides. It is a field that do not demand
expensive and bulky equipment and some works were already being done in
this area. We must pay attention to this field because information technology and
infonnatics can become capacity of Vietnamese people.
the temperature and
- Astrometry in low latitude. In Vietnam,
humidity are higher than observational data in the refraction tables of Radau
(France) or Pulkovo (Russia). In order to use these tables in tropical counties, it
is necessary to expand them.

IV. Teaching of Astronomy.
Before 1950~ Astronomy and Cosmology were officially taught in the last
class of secondary school. In war times, in order to shorten the education
program, Astronomy is not a compulsory course for secondary school and that
situation remained unchanged until now.
Though Astronomy was eliminated from curriculum of the secondary
school, it is being taught
some Universities,
Pedagogical and Technical
teacher training
Institutes. The teaching is mainly conducted by lectures.
colleges at Hanoi, Vietbac, Vllh, Hue, Quinhon, HoChiMinh city,
"General
Astronomy" course is a compUlsory one for all third-year students
Physics
Department. This course last one year (two academic terms) and including 90
class - hours in which 60 for theory', 6 for seminar and 24 for practical activities.
The education program is based on the old traditions of Russia.
If graduated students
Physics plan to start a career in Astronomy,
they will continue to do research and write their master!s theses in a period of two
years. These postgraduate courses are also offered for secondary school teachers,
who have to deal with this science. l\1aster!s program typically lasts about 1200
class - hours.

v. Solutions and perspectives
In actual situation,
the building an Astronomical Observatory in
Vietnam is rather early. It may be the work of the year after 2000, when
Vietnam has a good scientific contingent and a good economic condition.
The fOlthcoming solutions are:
1. To push the teaching and popularization Astronomy among the people. It
includes:
- To place again Astronomy into secondary school curriculum. It
demands to supply text books, audio-visual and demonstrations equipment,
school telescopes.
- To establish an Astronomer's training center (or Department of
Astronomy) for training Astronomers and teachers on Astronomy.
- To build planetariums in big cities as I-Ianoi, Vinh, HoChiMinh city.
Vinh city is planning to build a planetarium financed by the Cultural Grand-inAid of Japanese Government.
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-We hope to have a working internet connection by the fIrst the
Vietnamese return from completed doctoral study, so that they may bring with
them needed facilities for data exchanges etc ..
2. To traill a scientific contingent. It includes:

- To select the best students in Physics and send them abroad to study
Astronomy. After a certain period, if they succeed, they will be allowed there to
study towards the Master of Science and Ph.D.
- To improve Astronomer,'s professional skills. To arrange for best
graduates in Physics to attend a course in summer school in astrophysics or
to visit a short team laboratories in developed countries in order to get
familiarized with modern Astrophysics.
- To ask IAU to support qualified Astronomers through the exchange of
Astronomer's .Pro gram and to attend. Astronomical meeting, symposia and
colloquia.
- To apply to IAU a TAD program (Teaching for Astronomy
development) in Vietnam.
- We hope, with the assistance and cooperation of IAU and
Astronomical organizations in the world, especially Asian-Pacific region, in a
near future we could find again our position in the International Astronomical
community.

Astronomical Folktales and Legends in Vietnam
Nguyen Dinh Ruan
Astronomer-Teacher, Vinh University
Vietnam

TIlE SHEPHERD AND THE WEAVER
In former times, in a forest there is a water well that never dry. People
called it Magical Well. The well was very far from places where people live and
there were very
people coming there. So that fairies always chosen the well as
a meeting place.
came there to bring wa~er or to swim and bathe.
At the same time,
the world of human beings, there was a man who
worked very
lonely. One day he went to the forest top cut wood but
lost himself
the way to go home, he went past
well in
which three
were
and bathing in the nude. .He
and
forget to go home. Seeing three
best
looked at them so charily that
of
well,
thought about the possibility to
a fairy
clothes on
to
clothes and hid behind a foot of a tree.
fairies
to the lip of the well. Having dressed,
The fairy whose best clothes were stolen searched for
her best clothes
where. At that time the man who stole the best clothes
appeared. The fairy implored:
- Please give my best clothes' back so that I can fly to the sky where I live,
strange man!.
- No. I keep your best. clothes now. you could not take it again. Please go
to my house and became my wife. I will make you happy!. The young man
answered smilingly.
the young man still did not give her best
Although the fairy cried a
the' young man pretended to go home. The
clothes back. The
became
the best
fairy had to tag after him. Arriving home, fIrst of all, the young man
clothes in secrecy. After that he arranged necessary things for the fairy. Since then
the fairy became the young Inants wife.
Some months after marrying, they had a son. Time flies, the son was three
wife
years old. The husband happily looked at the son practicing speaking and
nearly forgot to ask the husband to give her best clothes back so that she could fly
to the sky.
On day, the husband had to leave his house for a long time. Before leaving
the house, the husband advised the wife:
- Please use two non-glutinons rice bamboo mats. Do not use glutinoris rice
bamboo mat because there is a bee-hive in it.
But the wife did not follow the husband s advise. After using one nonglutinons she began to use the glutinons rice bamboo mat. Not seeing bee-hive,
she began to doubt her husband s advise. After some minutes of searching she
found her white best clothes in the bottom of the glutinons rice bamboo mat.
Finding the best clothes, she was anxious to visit her parents and sisters.
Every days she dressed the best clothes and trained to fly. After a few days, she
could fly again. Because she loved her son a lot, she could not departure.
One afternoon, she 'made a lot of food. Early morning of the next day, she
took the son into the chamber and said that:
-When you are hungry, please go to the chamber to eat food and do not call
me.
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She fastened a comb on the son's shirt and advised him:
-Please remember to keep this comb for your father.
After that she flew to the sky quickly.
When the husband returned home, he could not see his wife and he saw her
comb fastening on the son's shirt. He understood what happened. Since then the
husband was very sad, the son cried all day. One day, he take the son to go to fmd
the· Magical Well. He still remembered the old road through some deep forests.
But the road was hidden behind the vegetation. He had to fmd the road for many
days. At last, he found the well. He and his son hid behind the lip of the well,
hoping that he could meet his wiDe there. In the afternoon of the next day, they
saw an old woman flying down from the sky. He implored:
- Please help me, fairy!
- How can I help you? - The fairy asked.
He told her his story and asked her to help him
informing his wife to go
to the well to meet her husband and son.
gave
comb so that his wife
could recognize it.
The old fairy answered:
- I know. That fairy is the Weaver. Every day she weaves but she misses
her husband and her son very much. I promise that I
help you.
The husband and the son had to wait for one more days. In the evening of
the next day they saw two people coming from the
carried a
of ropes in order to help the husband and the son to go to the
They required
the husband and the son to close their eyes and to
midnight they
came to the paradise. When the husband and the son were
to open their
eyes, they were sitting in the Weaver house. They were
to meet each
other again.
After two days living in the Heaven, the husband and the son had to left
that place. According to the order of the
Emperor,
and the son
were not allowed to live in the Heaven and the Weaver was not allowed to live in
the world of human being.
On that day the Weaver gave a drwTI and some
to
husband and
son and said that:
- When you arrive the Earth, please infonn me
the drum three times. Hearing the sound of
drum we
cut
When the husband and the son were at the
way, it
son was hungry and cried. The husband stoped and
of the drum so that the son could eat the food.
surface of the drum. flight of crows pecked at
the sound, the wearies thought that her husband
She cut the ropes. '"The ropes broke the husband and
son
Seeing unexpected problem happened, the crows repented
They quickly flew to the sky and vociferated.
The Jade Emperor knew the story.
felt sorry for
and allowed the
husband and the son to live in the Heaven and give the husband a job as a
shepherd. Since then, people called him the shepherd the husband was allowed to
live and work only on one bank of the milky way river. The wife was allowed to
weaves on the other bank of the Milky Way river.
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They were allowed to meet each other once per year, on July 7th. On that
day, the crows had the responsibility to carry stones on their head to build a bridge
so the shepherd, the weaver and their son could go through.
Since then, on July 7th, it always has sudden and brief shower. People was
the tears of the family, and on that day, the crows had a hairless head because of
their responsibility to carry stones on their head to build a bridge.
Every body can see the Shepherd and the Weaver on the sky. The Shepherd
is Taucean and the Weaver is Andromede. They always wait for each other on two
banks of the Milky Way.
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WHY IS TIffiRE A BANYAN 1REE IN TIIE CURVE OF TIlE MOON
Cuoi was of a very, very poor family. He had no education and the only job he
could get was that of buffalo boy for a rich fanner. Every day he would look after the
water buffaloes in the rice fields, prepare food for the pigs, and collect ftrewood in
the forest. For these tasks the fanner gave him food and clothing and enough money
to live on.
One day, while gathering wood in the forest far from home~ Cuoi came upon a
tiger cub that was frolicking in the sun. He picked up the cub intending to have some
sport with it. As he did so, he heard a mother of the cub, who had momentarily left
her little one to search for game. euol threw the cub to the ground and scrambled in
terror up into the sheltering branches of the nearest tree. A moment later the tigress
came crashing through the underbrush and growled ferociously as she saw the
motionless body of her dead offspring, for Cuoi, in his haste to escape, had thrown
the cub to the ground with such force it had been killed.
Up in the tree, Cuoi held his breath, for he knew that he could expect the worst.
But then a strange thing happened. The tigress walked to a nearby stream and
gathered the leaves from a certain' banyan tree .she chewed them into a pulp which
she then applied to the head of the head cub .immediately the young tiger jumped to
its feet and ran about as if nothing had happened.
When the tigress and her cub had disappeared, Cuoi let herself down from his
refuge and made his way to the miraculous banyan tree. He gathered a handful of
leaves and took them with him. On the way horne he came upon a dead dog lying by
the side of the road. Cuol than chewed the leaves into a pulp as he had seen the
tigress do, and applied them to the dogs head. After a few minutes the animal was
restored to life, it jurnped to its feet and bounded away. Cuoi realized that the leaves
of the banyan tree had the miraculous power to restore the dead to life. So he
uprooted the tree ,dragged it home, and replanted it in the middle of his yard. He also
warned his mother never to throw refuse or dirty water where the tree was planted.
Otherwise, he said jokingly, the tree will flyaway to the Sh.J'.
Cuoi's mother paid no attention to this admonition and continued to throw rubbish
at the very spot where her son had requested her not to. One day the tree began to
slowly pull itself from the soil and to fly up into
sky.
Somehow Cuoi's joke was coming true !
Returning from his chores, Cuoi saw the tree floating away and ran after it in great
hastier and grasped its roots. But his slight weight was not sufficient to bring the tree
down to earth again. Instead, he was carried with it into the sky.
After many days of travel Cuo~ and the tree reached a strange new world where
there was a permanent calm. It was the Moon. Cuoi planted the tree there and sat
down to figure a way out of his terrible predicament, but there was no solution.
and year out, even until today.
There on the Moon he has sat waiting, year
The children of Vietnam say that on certain nights, in the curve of the Moon, they
can see the lone image of Cuoi seated at the foot of a banyan tree. They maintain that
sometimes he even turns his head to look at them and smile. They then wave to him
and sing:
ClAoi) ClAoi, the dl"eam - time bo)::';
Alone, alone) on the Moon!
Playing with the star'S in the lost twitight
Until late has become soon,
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THE TOAD IS HEAVEN'S UNCLE
When heaven was close to Earth long ,long ago ,all the animals spoke with
human voices, a terrible drought descended upon the Earth. It lasted many
months , and all the rivers, lakes, ponds, streams, and wells went dry .
Among the Earth s diverse inhabitants there was an ugly toad who lived near
a pond. He was the pond shrinking in size from day to day and fmally determined
to do something about it . He did no~relish a slow ,lingering death which seemed
inevitable . After thinking it over for some time , the toad decided that the only
course was to go directly to Heaven and interest the gods in what was happening
on Earth.
Alone, he set off on the long journey.
The toad had traveled only a few miles when he met a group of honey bees
and stopped to chat with them. During the conversation he told them of his
resolve to seek the King of Heaven's help. The bees were enthusiastic about his
venture, for they too were seeing bad times; without the flowers there was no
honey at all. they decided to join the toad and together the party set out.
When the bees and the toad had continued for some distance, they came upon
a cock who was in very low spirits. The harvest had been affected by the drought
and there was no grain or insects. It was quite easy for the toad and the bees to
convince the cock that he would have nothing to lose by joining forces.
The enlarged party had hardly resumed the journey, when they encountered
an ill-tempered tiger.
was especially angry because the drought was killing all
the· game on which he had been accustomed to prey. He too became a member of
the party. Soon afox and a bear joined up. the group journeyed on, inspired by the
worthy purpose that had brought them all together.
After many days of jumping from star to star the party arrived at Tien Dinh,
the very Gates of Heaven. The toad asked the others to remain outside until he
called them. Then he hopped through the gates and into the palace. He crossed the
polished floors of many empty chambers and fmally entered the impressive Hall
of Audience. Laughter was audible from sorrlewhere inside, and toad made his
way toward the sound.
Finally he came to a room where the King of Heaven was seated at a table
playing cards with a number of angles and fairies. The toad was very indignant to
see them engaged in this idle pastime. Inhaling deeply, his bulging eyes wide
open, he leapt in a great high hop to land plop in the middle of the players. there
was a stunned silence as the smile gradually left the King of Heaven s face. He
frowned angrily and spoke in a thundering tone.
Insolent toad, " he roared, " how dare you defile our august company?"
Now the toad, who had already faced death on Earth, did not flinch a bit.
He had a quiet courage that comes from extreme desperation.
" Your Majesty, "he began, but could say no more.
" What ?" shouted the King of Heaven. " How dare you speak in my
presence?"
At that moment the guards rushed in, intending to throw the toad out. But a
toad is not so easy captured. He hopped away from the guards and called aloud for
n
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the bees, who swanned in and attacked the guards, who retreated in panic to avoid
being stung.
The King of Heaven watched these proceedings in utter amazement. Then he
called on the Thunder God to silence the insolent toad, but the cock was more than
a match for that deity. The King of Heaven then called for the Captain of the
Hounds, but the tiger took care of him and the bear and the fox ripped the
stomachs of the dogs. Slowly a look of great respect came to the eyes of the King
of Heaven and a reasonableness entered his mind .
.. Sire, " said the toad, .. my friends and I came here respectfully, to bring to
your celestial attention the sad plight of the inhabitants of the Earth. There has
been no rain for many months, the rivers -beds have dried up and the fields are
parched. Animals are drying everywhere and all the plants have wilted. Sire, we
must have rain ...
.. Yes," nodded the King of Heaven, and added " uncle" so overpowered had
he been with the toad s personality. And he promised to look in to the matter
immediately.
The celestial sluices opened and rain came at last to the Earth. But by that
time three - fourths of the population were dead. Some animals of each species
survived however, and soon new generations began to populate the earth again.
Life was reborn in every comer of the earth.
So that a similar expedition of earthly beings would not again appear in his
palace, the King of Heaven told the toad: .. from now on, it will not be necessary to
make such a long trip with your friends. If these is a drought in the future or
whenever you need rain, remain there on Earth and simply call me. "
Since that time the toad , " Heavents uncle, " and
progeny have watched
over the Earth's supply of water and have never failed to croak loudly and
effectively whenever rain is needed.
When the toad died, his sons and the
animals
a fitting memorial to
his memory, and they began to commemorate the day which he made his heroic
journey to Heaven. Thus, the toad's great deed is remembered to this day in
Vietnam, and the expression .. The Toad is I-Ieaven's uncle .. has entered
Vietnamese p_cglance.
--~/
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The Teaching of Astronomy in Japan
Takao Ibaraki
Suginami Science Education Center
Japan

Abstract
The goal of this paper is to illustrate how the study of astronomy is taught at school and in lifelong
education in present day Japan. Recently, many problems concerning science education are discussed. People,
both young and old generally show great interest in topics of the universe and celestial body; however, the
present programs on astronomical events do not necessarily meet people's expectation. At school, there is a
problem of devising an appropriate curriculum. In lifelong education, there is always a conflict over the way to
present astronomy; that is, whether the study should be presented as an entertainment or as more concrete study
of science. The lack of talented human resources is one of the never-ending problems facing the teaching of
astronomy.
These days, young people are losing interest in pursuing the field of science and technology, and there have
been much discussioo on how to ease, if not prevent this trend. Universities, research institutes, and science
museums throughout the country have started to work together in hopes of bringing the young back into this
field. Many organizations that deal with the propagation of astronomy education are making the effort as well.
Those who are working on enhancing the astronomy education should continue to develop new teaching
materials and teaching methods. They should also try to improve the planetarium facilities while seeking ways
to effectively use these bUIldings for the promotion of not only the astronomy, but also the whole science
education.

I. Introduction
Mankind have always had an innate desire to understand the outside world. Celestial bodies and the universe
studied in astronomy are the fundamental constituents of the surrounding environment that enabled mankind to
confirm their own existence. This is why the astronomy is said to have played a major role in the history of
space recognition.
In recent years, an artificial environment has come to playa crucial role in our everyday lives. In the cities,
people have 'acquired the artificial lighting that enable them to work in the nighttime. However, we do not even
need to mention the direct and indirect effect of the sun to illustrate the importance of both natura] and
'astronomical environment that determines the condition humans will live in. This is why the observation of the
stars that originated in an attempt to establish the calendar, and the search for the influence of the star upon
human (which I believe can be called the biggest misconception we made in the history of the mankind) have
always been carried out as a national project. Even now, anything from space exploration to the construction of
a large telescope are planned and executed as a national project.
In Meiji period (1868-1912), Japan who had taken a seclusion policy for two hundred years before that
time, opened the ports to start interaction with foreign nations. Japan learned and adopted many new concepts
and technology including astronomy from the western countries in the period of modernization, and these
technologies have flourished and advanced since. The educational system played a crucial role in spreading new
idea, and it has been praised for meeting the needs of each period of the Japanese history in promoting new
concepts. However, from the last few decades, the technology and the educational system that have been
welcomed openhandedly by the people, have come to be questioned and the demand for re-evaluation of the
system arose after the problem of pollution became apparent. Needless to say, astronomy is not the imaginary
and romantic field of study as the public generally think. On the contrary, it has always been the exact science;
therefore it cannot have been cut offJrom the technological society.
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Japanese youngsters are taking on the worldly trend of abandoning: science and technology. We must

"

understand the present educational problems, and try to find a solution. In any case, the reform in science
education should be based on long-term vision. There are many possible courses we can take. Should we adopt
the policy of science education from other countries and re-arrange it to fit the situation in Japan, as we have
done in the past? Or should we devise a totally new way of teaching science on our own?
Education of astronomy, therefore, should always be considered in the larger framework of science and
technology education. Let us now look at the way astronomy is presented in the school education and lifelong
education ( education of the masses). I hope this information can serve as a basis for making comparison
between Japanese educational system and foreign systems.

II. School Education
1. An overview of Teaching Astronomy in School and
The content of the things to be taken up in the classroom study in Japanese

and junior high school

is all prescribed by the National Course of Study issued by the Ministry of Education. This policy serves as a
guideline for the education in Japan, and it aims to function in such a way as to raise and to maintain the high
educational level among the people. However, since the National Course of Study limit the things to be studied,
it is sometimes criticized by teachers who value freedom and the creativity of the educational curriculum. The
National Course of Study undergoes revisions in every ten years or so.
Present guideline prescribes science to be taught from the third

in an ele:mt:mt'lfY school. I will list the

topics included in the Course of Education that deal with astronomy below. The

in elementary school

level are listed with long explanations in the National Course of Study, but! will

list some examples of

the titles from science textbooks.

Third Grade, elementary school level:
"Let's Compare the Shady Places and the Sunny Places"
:Shadow and the Sun (See how the shadow is formed, the direction of the shadow and its movement in
different time of a day)
:Shady Places and the Sunny Places (Measure the temperature (tItter'ences

Fifth Grade
liThe Moon and the Sun"
:The motion of the moon during the daytime
:The motion of the moon at night
:The shape and the surface of the moon and the sun

Sixth Grade
"The Motion of the Stars (1) The Summer Sky"
:The constellations
:The brightness and the color of the stars
:Motions of the stars
"The Motion of the Stars (2) The Winter Sky"
:Arrangement and the movement of the stars
:Motion of the stars in the Northern sky
:Motion of the stars in the whole sky

First Year, Junior High School (Seventh Grade)
"The Earth and the Solar System"
(1) The Neighboring Celestial Bodies

:The Sun, the Moon, and the Earth
:Diurnal motion of the celestial body and the rotation of the earth

:Movement of the constellation in four seasons and the Revolution of the Earth
(2) The planets and the Solar System
:The sizes of the planets and their surface
:Evolution of the planets
:The structure of the Solar System

High School level (an elective subject)
Earth Science I A : The motion of the celestial body and human life
(1) Time and Determination of time
(2) The seasons and the calendar
Earth Science I B : The Earth in the Universe
(1) Earth as a Planet
:A general survey of the Earth
:Motion of the Earth
(2) The Sun and Fixed Stars
:The form and activity of the Sun
:Radiation from the fixed stars
:Evolution of the fixed stars
(3) Inquiry activities of the Earth as one planet in the Universe
Earth Science II : The structure of the Universe
(I) The Milky Way Galaxy

:The Structure of our Galaxy
:The Motion of our Galaxy
(2) Galaxies
:The shape of galaxies
:Evolution of the Universe

In elementary and middle schools, all students study the above mentioned topics. Many of the people
involved in astronomy education are feeling insufficiency of the topics included in Educational Course of Study
for middle school students because fixed stars and galaxies, along with the universe is left out from this
guideline. The study of the galaxies arid the universe is filled with interesting discoveries made in present
astronomical studies. This field also gives the students a chance to think about philosophical question of how the
universe and galaxies are. Those concerned with astronomy education argue that the lack of information on such
important issues is an educational defect.
At high schools level, science courses become elective subjects. Students can choose among physics,
chemistry, biology, and earth science. The astronomy is included in earth science. There are not many earth
science teachers at school. To make matters worse, those teachers who majored in astronomy is only a fraction
of the earth science teachers. Therefore, many schools do not offer any earth science course. Only twenty-percent
of the number of students who selected biology or chemistry have chosen earth science. According to the
questionnaire conducted, students were most eager to take earth science course out of all science subjects. Then
why is it that only a fraction of the students actually pursue earth science?
Along with the lack of the enabled teachers I had talked about earlier, one of the major factors hindering the
students pursuing earth science is the college entrance examinations. Many universities and colleges do not have
earth science as one of their entrance examination subjects, and thus students decide to choose other science
courses that universities allow them to take tests in.
Students show great interest in astronomy regardless of the age. However, since the night sky cannot be
observed during class hours, teachers consider astronomy as one of the difficult subjects to teach. Some schools
have an observation facility with a middle-class telescopes while most schools are equipped with small telescopes
(refracting type with diameter around 8cm), but they are often not put to practical use.
Many planetariums are opened throughout the country every year. One of the main reasons for setting up a
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planetarium is to supplement astronomy education given at school. Suginami Science Education Center where I
work at, in fact, was established twenty-six years ago for this reason. A visit to a planetarium is usually included
in part of yearly teaching curricula in many schools. To give more effective, and intriguing class, therefore, the
teachers and planetarium staffs should have closer interaction. (Note]) When teachers visit planetarium with
their students, they should always be aware that the facility is the place for experiment and observation.
At university level, national universities such as Tokyo University, Kyoto University, Tohoku University,
~nd

Nagoya University offer relatively wide varieties of lectures on astronomy, and are training future astronomers.

In other national universities as well as private ones, some teachers study astronomy at physics department, and
they are also giving training to students. Furthermore, teachers colleges that are scattered around the nation have
study rooms for astronomy. Those who wish to become science teachers study astronomy as a part of earth
science education. Recently, in relation to prevention of students' losing interests in science, people working at
the field of education are critically self-evaluating their past work. The role of teachers colleges in the improvement
of workshops is essential. They can give a chance for teachers to re-educate themselves by providing them with
talented instructors for workshops. Most importantly, a curriculum for people wishing to become a teacher
should be revised.

2. Educational Resources for Astronomy
Many teaching materials are available for classroom use. Some avid teachers develop their own teaching
materials and utilize them in class. The more the students see scientific phenomenon at first hand, the more
involved they will become in class. In the "study of the motion of the stars" for example, it is best for students
to actually observe the movement of the stars at night for extended hours. Even if the pictures are not very good,
the pictures of the stars taken by a teacher fascinate students more that the ready-made pictures. The goods on
the market should only be used as the supplementary tool.
The maker of the teaching materials surely have made their products to enhance the understanding of
students. However, there is a dilemma in having more and more teaching materials made available; the more
burden the creators take off from the teachers, the less effective the teaching materials become on students.
Nowadays, an actual practice or "Inquiry learning" is stressed in Japan, and activities for class are suggested in
the textbooks. Stressing on observation is a good trend, but to teachers and students who depend heavily on
textbooks, the examples might obstruct them from coming up with a creative idea for their class.
35mm slides, 16mm movies, and OHP sheets have been widely used, but computer software along with the
above mentioned tools are now coming to be used at school. Main software used are the Course ware which
helps voluntary study, and Simulation tools. We must use the new tools effectively.
In general, it takes a long time for teaching materials to become distributed. The astronomy however, is a fast
moving field, and there is always a time lag in what is actually made available on the market and what are being
discovered. Therefore, most students don't have a chance to see real science at real time. Those avid teachers
who are lucky enough to have a good computer system can use them to obtain the latest images and reports
through the internet for class; however, there are few people who can make such effort.

III. The General Public Education and the Popularization of Astronomy
1. Planetariums and Public Observatories
Education of astronomy is becoming very active outside the school education. In Japan, there are about 350
planetarium facilities, most of which are run by a self-governing body in each region. There are only a handful
of planetariums established by schools or teachers colleges. In recent years, the construction of the planetarium
with a tilted dome and space simulation projector are popular. The construction of a space theater that shows
all-sky movies is also favored. Many public observatories are constructed, and about 150 of them are open to
public.

They offer star party some of which provide the visitors with lodging as well. There are some

observatories with 1 meter-telescope or larger while other facilities are equipped with advanced device such as
cooled CCD camera, photometric system, and spectrograph for more advanced observation.
The facility intended for lifelong education are increasing in number. However, when we seek for possibility

of conducting astronomy education in such facilities, many of them do not fulfill the basic prerequisite to serve
for this purpose. Eyen though there are many pieces of outstanding equipment, the people who can correctly
use them are not assigned to the job. This problem has its root in civil servant system of Japan. In general, civil
servants cannot stay in one position for more than several years. Therefore, in many cases, clerical employees
and the teaching staffs who are layman at astronomy are assigned to the position of a lecturer in public facilities.
Even when a person has gained much experience in the field during his service, the civil servant must move on
to different position after a few years. Thus another layman will have to be assigned to the post. The directors
of the facilities argue that their facility is not intended for astronomy nor science education. They are not
ashamed to say that the facility is simply entertaining the public, and providing the place for culturing the
sentiment among children. Although public are interested in the universe and many people visit observatories
and planetariums every year, there is a lack of skilled lecturers who can give appropriate explanation to
scientific phenomena and direct public interest not only to the beauty of the stars, but also to, the significance
and the wonder of science.

2. The Mass Media
Media such as TV, radio, newspapers, and magazines focus on the topics of public interest. In the past,
media have taken up such astronomical events as Giacobini Meteor Stream, Comet Halley, and the collision of
Comet SL9 and Jupiter. Recently, the media have done extensive coverage of Comet Hyakutake. Mass media
can attract far more attention to astronomy than science museums and public observatories, and they give us a
good chance to promote science education. However, it also give those who are interested in commercialism,
superstitionists, and "pseudoscientists" to also take advantage of the situation to make money or to attract
followers for the group. Educators of astronomy must be careful of the way they present astronomical phenomena.
Beside these astronomical events, the story of Japanese astronauts, the images from the Hubble Space
Telescope, and the latest findings published in Nature magazine are constantly covered by the media, satisfying
public appetite for knowledge on what is happening around the world. Thanks to the advancement of computer
technology, science programs have many simulation images. Images taken with highly sensitive CCD camera,
and documentary program on observatories and astronomers around the globe are frequently on-aired. These
programs play important role in promoting public awareness of science while providing good teaching resources
for science course.
Publishing media is more reserved in taking up astronomical events. This is related to the fact that natural
science in Japan did not emerge from within, but was transplanted from the outside. Whether the general public
really have science literacy is doubtful. Magazines often have a section on astrology; many people may be
more interested in astrology than astronomy .
. Several science magazines are published. While computer magazines are expanding their sphere of readers,
science magazines are having a difficult time maintaining their current circulation number.

For amateur

astronomers, there are three astronomical magazines available. They explain the astronomical events, and
introduce know-how of astrophotography or digital imaging. Camping and outdoor activities are now becoming
popular in Japan; therefore, some outdoor magazines suggest people to enjoy t'star watching" in the same way
they enjoy bird watching. By looking at the way astronomy is taken up in the mass media, we can see that
astronomy is regarded more as an entertainment than a field of science by the public.

IV. Organizations Related to Astronomy Education
Nihon Tenmon Gakkai (Astronomical Society of Japan) is an organization for the professional as well as
amateur astronomers. Their main goal is "to make progress in astronomy and to promote public interest in the
field." However, until very recently, much stress was placed on research, and the organization have done very
little in propagating astronomy.
Finally, The National Astronomical Observatory Japan s'et up a section called "The Public Information
Office", and the group has started to work on education of the general public. The workshops for educators have
just begun, and the office is expected to pJay major role in promoting astronomy.
There are several societies concerned with science education. They are made up of educator from local
government or universities, school teachers, and science researchers who are interested in education.
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As I have mentioned earlier, science was introduced to Japan from the west, and thus the concept did not
originate in the country. This is perhaps one of the reasons for the existence of many facilities with similar
names in Japan. Although their names are similar, slightly different objectives exist for different names. There
are Hakubutu-kan (museum), Kagaku-kan (science museum or science center), Kyouiku-kenkyu-jyo (education
center), and others. Facilities with the same name constitute a liaison organization. (For example, for Hakubutu-kan,
there is an association for Hakubutu-kan, and so on) At conference of these network groups, topics on science or
astronomy are hardly brought up.
Planetariums are most directly concerned with the field of astronomy. There are three, nationwide societies
with similar names; Planetariums and some individuals from planetariums constitute the societies. I will not go
on to talk about each society any further. Two of the organizations have "the promotion of astronomy to general
public" included in their goals, but as i~ was in the case of Nihon Tenmon Gakkai, little was actually done to
attain this goal. At conference and in their reports, topics in school education along with lifelong education at
planetariums are discussed.
Tenmon Kyouiku Hukyu Kenkyu-kai, or the Society for Teaching and Popularizing Astronomy established in

1989, is the first organization in Japan that has focused its attention on the promotion of astronomy education.
The organizer of the society hope to bring researchers together to seek for effective ways of teaching astronomy.
They also hope to introduce astronomy to more people with the help from amateur astronomers who are eager to
enhp.nce astronomy among the public.

V. Conclusion
As the end of the twentieth century draws near, the civilization based on science technology is undergoing a
major transformation. Recognizing the importance of science education is the first step toward better future.
How much of the science literacy is expected of us to live in the society? What is the purpose of studying
astronomy? The answers to these questions are likely to differ according to the time one is living in. Then is it
useless to ask such questions? I think what is more important than actually coming up with a conclusion is to
continue thinking and talking about these issues. Trying to create an environment where we can talk about these
subjects is equally important. The purpose of my paper was simply to illustrate the present situation of science
education in Japan: therefore, I would not go further to state my opinion on this topic. However, let me point
out the fact that problems of science education at school and the problems many science centers share such as
the lack of human resource all derive from the insufficiency of the governmental policy. Even when we have
much problems, do we have to strive on to make the most of the situation by having the enthusiasm for
education as our last resort?
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Note
(1) There is an article on planetarium education in Japanese schools;
Kataoka: Teaching Astronomy by the use of a Planetarium (GIREP Conference 1986, ESA Sp-253)
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Stellar Iconology and Astronomical Folklore in Japan
Takao Ibaraki
Suginami Science Education Center
Japan

Abstract
I have summarized the following topics in Japan, stellar iconology, astronomical folklore, and ancient
constructions which may give us a clue to archeoastronomy. These things are generally

considere~

either as the

characteristic culture derived from China, or as the culture which is entirely native to Japan. In either cases,
mankind have always had interest in these astronomical phenomena as their underlying nature therefore we must
view the origin or the peculiar names given to each specific things in much more wholistic view. These matters
should be arranged and analyzed by taking the results of every individual study into.account, and at the same time,
considering them in much more globalistic cultures.

I. Introduction
The following passage from the book titled "Makura no soshi"(The Pillow Book) written by the famous
authoress Sei-Shonagonaround the early 11 th century, is well-known to people involved in astronomy.

"The 'Pleiades. Altair. The morning star and the evening star.
If only there were no shooting stars to come visiting us at night." *[L1]
Four celestial body appear in this passage. They are Pleiades, Altair, Venus ( Lucifer & Hesperus ),
Meteor, by its orders. Even when taking Sei-Shonagon's taste and an unique view into account, it is not hard to see
that the intellectuals in her time did not have that much knowledge about astronomy. Other then these stars, Vega,
Big Dipper, Pole star, and Three star's of Orion's belt were the only stars that were well-known to the people of
that time. This fact remains true up to the early modern time. A poet like Aratus who imagined a great big scroll
into the celestial sky did not appear in Japan, or also the names given to the stars from the Chinese astrology did
not became popular. However, in the 20th century researchers and investigators were able to gather many local
names in all places of Japan which had not appeared in official literature. *[L2] I have no knowledge of other
country's investigation, but this huge collection of the names of stars shows a deep interest of farmers and
fisherman in celestial body. Also, because no dogmatic view developed, the connection between the people and
the stars that lies behind the naming of the stars have maintained its original form. These naming are becoming
forgotten along with the abandoning of its original custom.

I must say that it was fortunate that Tanabata star festival and Jyugoya a moon festival has become a
widely spread event that are still celebrated all over Japan. Although these festivals have changed their nature by
the influence of the commercial principles, we can still see the remnant of the styles inherited from the ancient
time.
Archeoastronomy - research of buildings which are related to astronomy - is an appealing field that
clearly shows the ancient people's interest in astronomy. But no Astronomy-Oriented buildings equivalent to the
Stonehenge or Pyramid have been found up to this day in Japan. I would just like to introduce here some of the
ruins that may lead us to Archeoastronomy, and wait for further research.

II. Stellar Iconology
"Zodiac is a Rorschach test given to mankind in his childhood. "

(Gaston -Bachelard 1943)

When we look over the modification and the distribution of the names given to the stars and the constellations, we
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can catch a glimpse of mind and culture that lie behind these naming. Of all the stars in the sky, the stars that
were paid attention to by people regardless of there races and the era are limited. One of the most typical stars of
this kind is the Pleiades. Subaru, Mutura-boshi, hagoita-bosi, Nou-boshi are just a few way of naming this star.
Including some of the dialects, more then one hundred names for this star are reported in Japan. These various
names could be classified as follows. This classification is certainly applicable to other stars and constellations.
(i) Number
(ii) Simple mathematical figure
(iii) Colors and brightness
(iv) Direction
(v) Season
(vi) Order of rising or setting
(vii) Legend
(viii) Daily life tools
(ix) Living things ( human being, animal)
(x) Place name ( especially, related to the direction of rising or setting)
(xi) Chinese origin
(xii) Adjective word
(xiii) etc ...
Recognition of randomly placed dots as a simple figure rather than recognizing it one by one is known as
one of the natural habitat of the human beings from his early childhood. ( At this point four stars could be only
recognized as a quadrilateral or a rhombus figure and not as a cross.) Counting each dot of light and recognizing
its color and brightness and attempting to grasp the physical peculiarity of the stars must have also been the
natural ability of the human beings. (which played the crucial role in the progress of science.) For instance Sirius
has the following Japanese names, Oh-boshi ( big-star ), Ao-boshi ( blue-star ), /rojiro ( white-star ), and so on
associated with colors and sizes of the stars. (The word Sirius also comes from the meaning "scorching brilliance".
) In my opinion, (i)-(iii) is at the basis of the recognition, and from the needs of understanding the seasons and the
time, it transformed into classification such as (iv)-(vi) which calls for much more advanced imagination and
observation. There could not have been any inheritance of the names of the stars if the community did not share
any common underlying ground. Long observing experience is essential for the names to be continually distributed.
In prior to the invention of the letters, tools familiar to mankind, animals and human, gods from the
myths, had come to be used as an icon. Hogben

* [L3] had conjectured that especially Zodiac was associated with

the symbol or the totem of the community (tribe). In later time, it developed into a primitive calendar. There are
trace of this evidence in Japan, but we can see many different names of the stars and adage that identify the
seasons and the time. Needless to say people needed to know the time of the harvest and the time to hunt fish. For
example, Hesiod had sung in his "Works and Days" that heliacal rising of Arcturus suggested the time to harvest
the grapes in the Ancient Greece. In Japan, this star has a name such as Mugi-boshi (barley-star ), and Samidare-boshi
( rainy season's star ).
Many more stars have been used as the nature calendar and the nature clock. However, only few were
specifically named for this purpose. In most cases the stars that were suitable for the use which had more familiar
icon were utilized. Many adages have been found indicating the rising and the meridian transit of the stars were
observed and named with the landmark of the scenery such as a characteristic mountain sites. When classifying
Japanese names for stars, we can see that most of its names derive from this observation.
In later years, Greek poets spread out an enormous stories of gods into the celestial globe and then handed
them to the scholars who systematically turned them into the ecliptic. As for China, their governmental offices (
bureaucracy) were also projected to celestial globe. From the Chinese astrologers who intended to foretell the
future of the country, the stars became much more dogmatic as the "celestial sky as a book". Granted that many of
the names given to the stars still have the trace of its former sense, the stars shining above lost their original
function and became only to be noted in the people's mind. This was the final step in naming the stars before they

classified as the object of astronomical observation. As for Japan, there were only a few poets, who praised the.
stars. This could be considered as the reason the abstraction and systematization did not occur in this country,
which helped to presel:ve the simple names.
The above-mentioned stellar origins and modifications could be summarized as follows;

(1) Simple, Visual ( Sight) ,Recognition ---(i), (ii), (iii), (xii)

~
(2) Iconographic View (include in Time-Space Recognition) ---(iv), (v), (vi) & (vii), (viii), ( ix), (x)

~
(3) Doglnatic view ---(xi)
Based on these aspects I would give some of the chief examples of the names given to the stars in Japan.
The stars that have naming of more than a hundred to start from;
[Pleiades] Subaru

(1)(

old word means "gathering or connecting" ), lssyou-boshi

in old Japan;= 1.81), Mutura-boshi (1)( 6 gathering stars ), Kuyou-no-hosh/

2

)(

(2)(

I-shou is one of volume units

"Ku"=9 may means time or number ), .

Nou-boshi (2)(agriculture star), etc. There is a saying "Subaru Mandoki Kona 8 gou", people decided the time to

plant the seeds of buckwheat by looking at the meridian transit of Subaru at dawn. At present, the name "Subaru"
is well known to the people, and the name was given to the telescope being built in Hawaii.
[Ursa Major] The names that correspond to the big dipper in English are; Nanatu-boshi( seven-stars) (I),
Hisyaku-boshi (2)( dipper-stars), Shi-sou-no-hoshi ( 4-3-stars ) (I>, Hagun-no-hoshi Ci\ etc. Hagun-sei
was originally Chinese name for f.J., UMa, and it became worshipped by the Samurai caste. It also has another
name of Kensaki-boshi ( a point of sword) (2) which was used as the star-clock. At present, Hokuto-Shiti-Sei is
more familiar. The name Beido(~t4) also has the China origin.
[Orion] Mitu-boshi ( three-stars) (I), Sakamasu-bashi (square measure for wine )(2), Oyaninai-boshi ( carrying on
parent )(2), Karasuki-boshi ( Karasuki is one of the main implements for agriculture in ancient Japan

)(2),

etc ..

Mitsu-boshi or Orion is used in present. There are names such as Genji-boshi for Rigel, and Heike-hoshi for

Betelgeuse. This came from the color of their flags ( white and red ).
[Pole-Star] Ne-no-hoshi ( north-star) (l), Hitotu-boshi ( single-star )(1), Hokushin (~~~)
Shin-boshi ( axis-star

(3),

Myouken (~'P J!).

(3),

/1>, etc .. The name Hokkyokusei is used at present ( ~~1~£beijixing - north pole star )(3).

Other representati ve and characteristic stars;

[Aquila] The Japanese name for Altair, Hiko-boshi ( "hiko" meaning man)
Tanabata, or the Chinese name "Kengyu"
dogs) (2), etc.

(1if-'t)

(2)

has its origin in the legend of

is widely used as of today. lnukai-boshi ( star of man and two

[Canopus] Mera-boshi ( "Merd' is the place in Japan, also means the direction "south" )
old-man star)

(3),

(2),

Roujin-sei ( An

etc.

[Cassiopeia] Ikari-boshi ( anchor-star) (2\ Sankaku (triangle)
Today, "Cassiopeia's WIt is used as a custom.

(1\

Yamagata-hoshi ( figure of mountain) (2),

[Hyades]. Turigane-boshi ( associated with suspending big bell in temple. )

(2),

Mi-boshi ( "Mi"

is an agricultural

tool used from the ancient ages. It was made from bamboo, and used to remove any dust and husks from crops. )
(2), etc .. Mi-boshi is assigned to four stars ( ~ - "C - a - <t»
in Sagittarius. It is interesting that in China, the stars
laying near those four stars are called "the home of Mi" ( They are y - 0 - E - 77 ). For Aldebaran; Ato-boshi ( the
same meaning as Arabic name" rising latter on Subaru ".) (I), etc.
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[Jupiter] Moku-sei

(3).

There were not many names for Jupiter in spite of Kin-sei(Venus) having various names.

The name "Sai-set'

(3)

appear in literatures, Jupiter called Yonaka-no-Myoujyou (Midnight Venus) in some parts

of the country. Astrology had been systematized by observation of the revolution period(about 12 years).
[Vega] Tanabata (-t!J) (~),etc. This name has its origin in the name of the maiden in the service of a shrine or
goddess in Ancient Japanese mythology. Her name is Tanabatatume (fIDH~ft) ,which literally means a female
weaver." Her job was to weave divine clothes in a shack by the river, and to prepare for the arrival of the gods.
Chinese name, Shokujyo ($~tK) , is popularly used, and from the period
after the modernization, the name, Orihime-boshi (2) is also widely known to the public.

[Scorpius] The constellation has the name, Uwoturi-boshi

(2)

(fishing star) and Kagokatugi-boshi

(2)

(basket

carrying star). Antares has other names such as drunk star and red star.

III. Astronomical Folklore
In Miyako-jima, Okinawa there is a legend that one can see a god named Akaria-zagama (Akara-zzagama
) in the moon. This god is holding in his hands two vessels on the balance. The distribution of the people who sees
a man drawing water in the moon spreads from the northern region of Eurasia to the north-western coast of North
America then to the south western coast of the pacific. Also, A legend of a rabbit holding the potion of eternal life
probably has its origin in India and came into Japan from China. People seeing a rabbit in the moon could be
found all the way down at South Africa and also in a part in Mexico. There is no doubt that the surface pattern on
the moon was another Rorschach-test for the mankind. *[L4]

1. Myths in Ancient Japan
"Kojiki", "Nihon-syoki" , and "lzumonokuni-Fudoki" one of the principal mythologies, are some of the
recorded myths in Japan. They were compiled by the early 8th century, from the demand by the central government.
Myths always have the details of creating heaven and earth at the beginning. Without exception, Japanese
myths also have them. However the description is too abstract that it has many ways of interpretation. As well
known to the public, the gods having astronomical feature in Japanese myths are extremely few. The god of the
Sun, Amaterasu has much of a characteristic of imperial god having supreme power. "Amano-lwayado-Shinwa"
( Interpreted as the ceremony of the winter solstice, praying for the resurrection of the Sun) is about the only one
having the trace of human's faith towards the Sun. As for the moon, Tukuyomi is about the only one who appears
pertaining to the division rule of day and night. As for the stars, Amatu-mikaboshi, who has a pseudonym,

Amenokagaseo (which means "a shiny man." It may be a god of Venus.) is not given any honorific title, and is
only recorded as an evil god. However, we should not conclude from this fact that people of the time did not pay
any attention to astronomy. The faith of the maritime civilization in lomon-period must have become inconspicuous
along the way. Some people claim, Ame-no-minakanusi, one of the first gods that was born after the creation of
heaven and earth, signifies "Center of the Heavens" in another words it may symbolize the North Star.
There are also many local places dedicating a shrine to Amateru - the original god of the Sun - and
. Tukuyomi. I wonder how ceremonies were dedicated, when people worshipped these gods in their daily lives.

2. Tanabata and Jyugoya
[Tanabatal The love story of Kengyu & Orihime, and the custom to deify these two stars (LJjJ~
Kikou-den), derived from China in the Nara-period(A.D71O-794). On the day of the festival, people celebrate
the two meeting just once in a year, and also prayed for the improvement of needlework in association with

Orihime; She was said to be an excellent weaver. The festival was originally celebrated as a court ceremony. The
celebration widely spread to ordinary people in the late Edo-period ( early 19th century). From this time people
started to hang Tanzaku, a strip of paper for writing wish, on to a bamboo tree. It is said that like a scenery of
present Japan, with TV-antennas standing all over the places, a bamboo tree stood in front of the houses everywhere.
At present, Tanabata has become one of the national celebration. Like Sendai-city and Hiratuka-city, many cities
have large commercialized festival. It is legitimate to celebrate on July 7th by the calendar used before the
MeUi-period. At present, people celebrate it on various days such as on July 7th by the present calendar, or on

August 7th which is a month later. "Tanabata" comes from the.meaning

II

evening of the 7th

If,

but its etymology;

Tanabata-tUlne, is a name of a median whom I mentioned before at the section of Vega. There is also a shrine
dedicated to her. The'legend having a characteristic of Orihime can be seen in widely spread regions around the
world. The stories similar to the Amateru of Japan can be seen in many places in the Pacific area. Furthermore,
regional custom practiced on July 7th still remain in many parts of Japan. The cows play crucial role in Tanabata
festival of Ichiki city. The local festival of Cion-Shrine such as the Cion-festival held in Kyoto, and Nebuta-festivals
held in many places of eastern Japan. They are all considered as the festival for worshipping gods of water which
is a worship characteristic of the people who depended their lives on agriculture. The festivals of this kind were
originally celebrated by the river. The Chinese legend "Rendezvous of two stars" can also be predicted as having
the same origin because

E§:±fB:

(Sei-ou-bo) could be interpreted as Orihime herself.

The reason for this festival to become associated to Vega is not clear. It may be because Vega shines
besides the Milky Way. From my view, considering the Vega's rising season, the star might have been used to
inform people of the arrival of rainy-season of monsoon area.

[JyugoyaJ For ancient people, the moon which illumined the night and controlled the sea was nothing
more than a object of awe and fear. The remnant could be found from a sentence of "Taketori-monogatarl'
saying that "you should not look at the face of the moon" or from the tradition telling people that "you may get
unfortunate looking at crescent moon". It was common to all people of the world to think in this way.
The Full Moon Festival on August 15th of the old-calendar was imitated from Chinese Mid-autumn
Moon Festival in the Heian-period ( around the mid 10th century). It was a typical court function; offering the
year's harvest to the moon, composing a poem, and playing the music. From these practices, the moon became
regarded as the suitable object for appreciating its beauty known as the concept of "Setugekka (Snow, Moon, and
Flowers)". On the other hand for commoners, the moon became the object of thanksgi ving. Offering the "tukimidango" became popular in the Edo-period. At present, since the practice had become so popular, people associate
dango with the word "Otukimi".
Like Tanabata, many folklores are known in the countryside. I find it especially interesting that in
southern Kyusyu they play "tag-of-war" and "Sumo" on this day. Also, the mask used for this festival has striking
resemblance with the ones used in Micronesia. The use of taro in Japanese celebration may have been an int1uence
from South-East Asia.
Further, the moon of a September 13th by the old-calendar is also celebrated as "Jyusan-ya ( 13th Moon
Night )". This festival is only local to Japan, which started from the Heian-period. Moreover, Japanese have
celebrated another phases of the moon called the" Tuki-Mati (Waiting for Rising of the Moon)". The ceremony to
worship the moon such as the 13th, 19th, 23rd, and 26th night of the moon became very popular in the Edo -period.
This was originally a Buddhist ceremony. In present day we can catch a glimpse of the remnants of this practice in
the form of the small stone pagoda, which stands along the path. By the way, 13th is the festival of "kokuuzou-bosatu"
known as an embodiment of the moon

Of

the Venus. This stimulated the festival of the 13th night.

The world-wide distribution of the legend of Orihime living in the Moon, the relationship between a cow
and a god of water, a cow symbolizing a god of the moon, JyugoyCl and Tanabata festivals inviting a dragon or a
snake which is the embodiment of a god once a year; considering the fact that the characteristics are applicable not
only in China but also in Siberia and Polynesia, Jugo-ya and Tanabata ceremonies could have had the same
meaning. That is, to pray for the blessing from the land and the sea, which was all common to human beings.
3. Other festivals
From the third stage in the origin of the constellation <Dogmatic View> ( Mentioned earlier in Chapter II
), Japanese edition of the Horoscope was completed around 1O-12th century. People in the court had his fortune
told by an astrologist called "Shukuyou-shi". The astrologist used "Hoshi-Mandara ( Something of a Buddhism
universe picture )", but did not become popular to the public. The Buddhism which have its origin in India,
intricate itself in China by fusing and differentiating, then it underwent a peculiar development in Japan. One of
them is the "Hokusin-Inyouken-sinkou" in Japan. This is a religion to worship the north-star or the big dipper, and
"!I.J.vouken-bosatu"(~r];
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, its incarnated figure. The samurai caste believed in this religion and then the

worship spread to the public in Eda-period. They built "Myaken Temple" in many places over Japan. Well known
in the history of Japan, a number of conflicts between Buddhism and Shintoism made the "Myouken temple"
change its name to either" Myauken Shrine" or "Hoshi-linjya (Star Shrine)". Many temples still remain including

Totigi having more than a hundred temples, Chiba, Kauti, and many more. I find it interesting that some of the
temples dedicate a huge rock which is said to be a star that fell to the earth.

IV. An Attempt of Archeoastronomy in Japan
The loman-period in Japan which started around B .C.l 0,000, is known as one of the oldest cultures in
the world. In recent years, the excavation of the Sannai-Maruyama site (Aomori) and the Hakodate-Airport site

(Hokkaido) made peopJe overthrow their previous assumption; People in the lomon-period were not only hunting
and gathering people. Six wooden posts measuring approximately 1 meter in diameter, and 10-20 meters in height
were found and became the news. The archeological research group has put on the internet the following question
to the researcher in the world; "What do you think this is?" One of the answers was to investigate its astronomical
direction. Archeoastronomy came in the light by the pioneer research conducted by N.Lockyer, and then it became
recognized by a.Hawkins' research at Stonehenge. It seems that archeoastronomy have become one of the new
branch of learning. By the way, many Stone Circles from the lomon-Period could be found in the northern region
of Japan. One of the Stone Circle lies in Ohyu, Akita. It measures 50 meters in diameter and has a menhil called
"Sundial" at the center. Beside these features, the ruins are made up of small stones which was thought to have no
connection with astronomy without investigating its astronomical direction. However, in 1994, in the excavation
of Terana Higashi Site of Totigi, (Diameter, 165 meters. The largest circular heap mound of loman Period) it
was found that the extended line from paved pedestal at the center to a certain spot inside the mound indicates the
place of the sunrise over Mount Tukuba on the morning of the winter solstice. A sundial and Ohyu Stone Circle is
another possible case of buildings having association with astronomy. I would like to wait for later verification.
While the lomon-period of Japan is still filled with dark mystery, there are many successful research on
ruins and shrines built after 3rd century. Connection between ruins, shrines, and two sacred mountains (Nijyou-san
and Miwa-yama ) symbolizing the ancient Yamato area is being investigated. *[L5] For example, sunrise at the
winter solstice could be seen at the summit of Miwa-yama from Kagamitukuri Shrine dedicated to Amateru- a
goddess of the sun. These are thought as the form of sun worship by ancient people. Not only in the places like the

Yamato basin where the natural setting favored the construction of such shrines, but also in different parts of the
country various shrines and ruins with similar specifications were present. "TorU" of a shrine could be said as a
landmark ( or the sight) to align the sun with the shrine or the mountain range. The location of the sun rising from
the skyline
the seasons must have been memorized or recorded and used as practical calendar although it was
local to that area. These reliance to the sun changes as time goes on, and the
was then built based on north and
south or east and west which derived from China.

I have made it clear that iconizing the constellations is determined by the cultural background of people.
And also main stars of those constellations was used for a recognition of the season and the time. It is a fact that
moonlights and starlight
to the heart of each and every human being. But I will need to set up an another
chapter on "Stellar Iconology" to explain the influence of these things on psychology and literature.
There are many names given to the stars that were not noted in here. Also there are many poets, such as
Saigyou who sang about the moon, or Kenreimonin-ukyounodaihu who sang about stars. Many more folklore,
legends, and ruins exist. I have only outlined some of them, but made it clear that every fact cannot be sufficiently
explained if we were to think it only in a small community such as Japan. The object we are dealing with is
universal, however there always exist culture and language barrier which restrict outsiders to fully comprehend
the explanations unique to one culture. However when we break the wall and solve the mystery, we will be able
to obtain the same conception similar to the one ancient people had. I would like to wish that this paper will give a
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small clue to solve the puzzle, and also hope for the publication of astronomical custom here in Japan that makes
it possible of a global

~omparison

by the researchers from different fields.
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